
Shaka may I11 bid to break negotiatig»s^eadlock

be sacked
I

Egypt ready to exclude

E. J’lem from autonomy

A delegation of ambassadors, allowed to visit the Americans being held hostage by ba>
alaa students at the U.S. embassy In Teheran, reports yesterday that they found the
prisoners in good health. Their visit was said to have lasted for more than one hour.

(AP mdlophoto)

No breakthrough in Teheran crisis;

diplomats visit 60 U.S. hostages
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Despite a flurry of diplomatic ac- give the U.S. a “delay" while
jtivity, late last night there were still waiting for the shah's medical treat

-

ho signs of a breakthrough in the ment to be completed (he has
ktelemated Teheran crisis. Iranian cancer.) “We will give them a delay,
students, holding 60 U.S. hostages at if they formally promise to extradite
the occupied U.S. embassy In centra] him ; but of course, that cannot go on

' Teheran, are demanding that the for years.”
U.S. hand over to a “war crimes There was little likelihood that
tribunal" the deposed shah. Washington would send the
A representative of . Pope John back to a certain death In Iran, even

Paul II met with Ayatollah Ruhollah after the Iranian students holding
Khomeini yesterday. Despite a the embassy brandished before
Khomeini vow of silence oh the ein- reporters an alleged petition with 32
bassy issue, the Iranian strongman signatures of American hostages,
issued a eaU to the spiritual leader of calling for the shah’s return to
the Iranian students holding the em- Teheran in exchange for their
bassy to allow Vatican ambassador. release. _
Msgr. Annibale Bugnini, into the A State Department spokesman
besieged building. But. Iranian said that “even if the petition were
sources said no breakthrough could • authentic,” they frould not accept it,

be expected "until at least Monday.” since it was taken under duress.
Earlier in the day, students jeered Reports of the petition also noted

and jostled the ambassadors Of that the FwffHwh nma grarnmaHMlly
Algeria. France, Syria and Sweden, incorrect, and therefore must have
who were allowed Into the buUding to been drawn up by the Iranian
see that the captors “would never students.
stain their hands by harming the . While the stalemate dragged' on,
prisoners.'* The Swedish am- special U1S. envoy Ramsey dark
basaador reported that the hostages, waited out the weekend in Istanbul,
separated according to sex, “had receiving reports on the situation
suffered no significant Injuries." from Palestine Liberation Organixa-
The diplomats said they had had the tion officials who have been in con-
opportunities* to .put “simple tact with the Iranians,
questions" to the hostages, but Despite aMnt by PlA? chiefYasser
would add nothing; to. their sfait^ ' Arafat yesterday afternoon, that a -

merit. Which was given to thi Swiss
Foreign Ministry.
Khomeini's self-imposed solitude,

broken tomeetwith Bugnini,was an-
nounced by Iran's Acting Foreign
Minister Abolhassan Bani-Sadr, a
member of the ruling Islamic
Revolutionary Council. Bani-Sadr
said that Khomeini did “not agree to
meet any of the foreign personalities
to discuss the seizure, but accepted
Msgr. Bugnini because ofhis beinga
religious figure.

"

Another religious figure who
appealed to Khomeini was the Dalai
Lama,- who asked Khomeini to
release the "Innocents."
' Bani-Sadr told a French news
magazine that Irian was willing to

dozen of ,the. hostages .'might be
released "soon,” Iran was officially

disclaiming negotiations were.under
way through PLO third-party
channels. And Libya slammed the
PLO effort, calling it a “shame.” 1

Other Moslems blasted the
Teheran action. Egyptian President
Anwar Sadat described Khomeini as
a "lunatic.”
“This really shows how dis-

graceful is this act from the side of
that man Khomeini...exploiting
Islam. This is not Islam- at alL I am
really Infuriated because this is not
Islam,” Sadat told reporters.
Sadat's wife Jehan told inter-

viewers that Khomeini is a "fool,

and also a criminal. In a few months

he has done more harm to Iran than
the shah did in several years.”
Sadat had offered to send bis per-

sonal jet to New York, where the
shah's doctors said be could not be

- moved, to offer the Pahlavi family
asylum in Egypt
"We didn't approve of the luxury

in which the shah and his wife lived,

or the behaviour of those who sur-
rounded them. But 1 told the wife of
the shah that she would always find a
welcome, and friendship, from us,"
Jehan Sadat told “Le Figaro.”
With anti-Iran demonstrations

mounting in the U.S., President Jim-
my Carter was facing the. toughest
crisis of his tenure. (Reports — page
4.)

He met with relatives of the
hostages yesterday, afterwards
releasing a statement through a
spokesman calling for “every
American to refrain from any action
that might increase the danger.
There is outrage. There is frustra-

tion. Arid there is anger,” said the
statement.
One possibility raised was toswap

the shah's estimated $5b. personal
fortune for the captives.
But despite the various offers and

appeals, the answer from the besieg-
ed embassy remaJnedthe same. "No
substitutions. No -'negotiations :

"

According to a Swedish television
news report last night, the students
were not rejecting the possibility
they may begin executing the
hostages. Asked by a reporter
telephoning the embassy, a student
leader said that they “have definite-

ly not" rejected such a move.
According to one PLO source, the

students have already been talked
out of setting, a deadline for the
return of the shah. The source, ap-
parently connected to the PLO
negotiating team in touch with the
Iranians, said the students were told

by PLO officials that a deadline
would. "Introduce a new com-
plication.”

(AP. UPI. Reuter)

as mayor
Jerusalem Post Reporter

Military government authorities
are reportedly considering dismiss-
ing Nablus Mayor Basaam Shaka
froin his post this morning. Shaka
could be deported to Jordan for hav-
ing allegedly expressed sympathy
with a PLO terrorist raid in which 34
Israelis were killed on the Coastal
Road last year.
Defence Minister Ezer Welzman

on Friday told the High Court at
Justice that Shaka would be banish-
ed as soon as the court lifted a
restraining order forbidding
military authorities from deporting
the mayor.
Replying to the Interim injunction

in a deposition through the attorney-
general, Welzman asked that the
court grant him permission to go
ahead with the expulsion. The court
is expected to fix a date for hearing
today or tomorrow.
The decision to banish Shaka was

taken by Welzman and Premier
Menahem Begin shortly after the

Nablus mayor’s wife obtained
preventive interim

.
injunction ban-

ning such a measure.
Several West Bank mayors yester-

day served notice to military govern-
ment authorities that they and their
counclllors would submit collective
resignations should Shaka be
deported.
Some of these mayors, who main-

tained contact over the weekend
both with Shaka and with the
authorities, claimed that expression
of sympathy for PLO raids by the
Nablus mayor had been distorted.
The .same claim was made by
Shaka's wife in her application to the
High Court.
Support for Shaka was yesterday

relayed to Nablus city hall by
several West Bank dignitaries and
institutions of various political
stripes ranging from PLO sym-
pathizers to conservatives usually
affillatled with Jordan.
The deportation of Shaka, or even

his dismissal, is likely to trigger a
period of unrest during which
military government officials may
find themselves compelled to take
over the operations of a number of
municipalities.
New municipal elections In the

West Bank were originally slated for

next April. However, a decision on
the vote was recently deferred due to
the current negotiations between
Israel and Egypt for granting
autonomy to the West Bank and the
Gaza Strip before that date.

By ASAS SAFADI
Post Mideast Affairs Editor

Egypt Is planning to put
forward a number of com-
promise proposals on the pro-

jected autonomy for the West
Bank and Gaza Strip in an
attempt to break the deadlock In

the negotiations with Israel over
the issue, according to weekend
reports from Cairo.
The reports did not disclose

details, but the new proposals
were understood to sidestep
thorny Egyptian claims for the
incorporation of East Jerusalem
in the projected autonomy and
for recognition of the ad-
ministrative council's jurisdic-

tion over the land of the West
Bank and Gaza Strip.

Although they made it clear that
they would side with Arab claims to

sovereignty over the territories at
the end of a transitional self-rule

arrangement, the Egyptians were
reported to have acquiesced in

Israel's Insistence that autonomy be
applied at this stage to inhabitants
rather than to territory.

Furthermore, the Egyptians were
said to be dropping demands for the
inclusion of East Jerusalem in the
autonomy scheme. Instead, they are
proposing that the Arab inhabitants
— who maintain the status of Jorda-

nian citizens but are residents of

Israel — be given the right to par-

ticipate In the election of the pro-

jected seif-rule administration In the

West Bank.
The Egyptians recently aban-

doned their demand for holding the
election to the autonomous council

under international supervision — a
measure opposed vigorously by
Israel on grounds that intervention

in the poll by the Palestine Libera-
tion Organization might not be suf-

ficiently censored. Egypt's chief
autonomy negotiator. Premier
Mustapha Khalil, and his Israeli

counterpart, Interior Minister Yosef
Burg. In a recent meeting with out-

going U.S. autonomy negotiator
Robert Strauss In London, agreed
that trie self-rule vote be conducted
under joint sponsorship combining
Israeli civilian representatives and
local Palestinian Arab delegates in

addition to other parties agreed upon
between the two parties.
Reports from Cairo over the

' weekend said that Egypt is planning
to send a reinforced team of
negotiators to Israel this week, in

search of substantive progress in the
stalemated talks.

The Egyptian delegation will
arrive on Tuesday to attend
meetings of the autonomy “working
groups" due to resume their
deliberations on that day in
Herzliya.
The Egyptian delegation plans to

Settlement policy tops

today’s cabinet agenda
Jerusalem Post Staff

With 11 days to go until the
deadline set by the High Court of
Justice for the evacuation of Ellon
Aforeh, the cabinet meets today to

discuss settlement policy in Judea
and Samaria for the Jewish year
5740.

This debate Itself is something of
an achievement for the Gush
Emunim settlers and. Eiion Moreh.
and their cabinet-level patron Ariel
Sharon, minister of agriculture and
chairman of the Ministerial Settle-

ment Committee. They have insisted
since the High Court judgment that
the problem created by that ruling
can only be solved in the framework
of a general reappraisal of settle-

ment policy. .

The settlers will only agree to.

leave Eiion Moreh peaceably (it Is

surmised— none ofthem has said so
in so many words) if the government
initiates a broad new settlement
programme in Judea and Samaria
and embarks on legislation that
would prevent any recurrence of the
Eiion Moreh-type court action.

Minister Sharon has submitted to

the cabinet such a broad new settle-

ment programme for the current
yfear, reportedly envisaging the
creation of 16 new settlements at an
investment of IL2.5b. It Is not clear
— though perhaps it will become

clear at the cabinet today — whether
and to. what extent Sharon's scheme
involves the expropriation of
privately owned land.

Sharon's plan is certain to be
resisted strongly by Defence
Minister Ezer Welzman and his

deputy, Mordechai Zlporl. The
defence • establishment has
blueprinted its own settlement plan,
calling for the expansion of several
existing sites into major urban cen-
tres rather than spreading a large
number of small new settlements all

over the West Bank.

In recent discussions, majority
opinion in the cabinet seems to have
supported Welzman against Sharon.
But ministers know that If Sharon
leaves the cabinet room dissatisfied,

his dissatisfaction will Immediately
be translated into intransigence on
the part of Gush Emunim— and that
could lead directly to violence and
even bloodshed when Ellon Moreh
comes to be dismantled by the army.

It is chiefly to avoid that ugly
prospect that Education Minister
Zevulun Hammer has been working
these past few days at bridging the
gaps between Welzman and Sharon.
As leader of the National Religious
Party's "Young Guard," Hammer 1s

still a respected figure among all but

(Continued on page 2, coL 6)

Biwam Shaka

Lebanon Left seeks deal with Haddad
Post Mideasi Affairs Editor

BINT JBEIL, Southern Lebanon. —
Lebanon's moderate left, led by
Druse chieftain WaHd Junblatt, has.
recently been dispatching its own
militias to a neighbouring UN-
controlled zone south of the LitanI

River, hi an attempt to eject
Palestine Liberation Organization
forces from the area, according to

reports reaching this South
Lebanese town.

f The moderate Lebanese .left,

which appears to have quietly
broken away from an alliance with

. the FLO; Is said to be almed- at

achieving one of two alternative

targets. The first is to reach an ac-

commodation with the semi-
independent border enclave of
renegade Lebanese Army Maj.
Sa'ad Haddad for; a global settle-

ment of the four-year-old Lebanese
political strife. The second aim is to

guarantee the institutional!ration of.

a. leftist-sponsored "statelet” in the

war-torn country, which as a result

of the civil war -has been virtually

divided into six mini-states ruled
(from south to north) by Haddad, the

UN Interim Force In Lebanon, the

PLO, the Syrtfuu. Christian political _

parties, arid in toe .northwest by an:

extremist Marxist 'alliance com-
bining Lebanese leftists end-radical -

'

Palestinian leftists.

. Junblatt'8 moderate leftist group-

ing is currently contesting a.

neighbouring area In which some.3,-

500 PLO men are maiming about 40

strongholds scattered throughout a
UN-controlled area south of the

Lltani. Their ultimate aim is to

spread their hegemony north of the

Lltani in a zone fn which about 2,800
'

PLO troops have been maintaining
absolute rtde.;. .

'

Significantly, Junblatt launched

his drive for controlling the PLO-

.
sponsored areas In the Lebanese

aquth after talks he held recently In
_

Damascus and Amman with Syrian

President Hafez Assad and Jordan's

Rpbng., Hussein- • Junblatt said lsst

week that he would urge Arab
leaders' at an upcoming Tunisian

nimmit later this month to press toe

fi^G -into freezing Its. Southern
Efttauxese activity to pave way for

accommodating a reconciliation

between Lebanon’s warring parties

end a',reunification of its-breakaway
governorates. . .7

7.The general impression here is .

tool Junblattmay. find";it difficult to

avert what seems to.be an imminent
showdown with the PLO, which has

gained mare international recogni-

tion by maintaining a presence, In

Southern Lebanon than by its Claim-

AREAS OF CONTROL IN LEBANON
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to representing the Palestinian peo-

ple.

Some observers note that many
doors to ' Western diplomatic cor-

ridors have been opened recently to

the PLO within the context of Its role

in the Lebanese crisis.
.

The apparent struggle brewing

between Junblatt’s left and the PLO
over Southern. Lebanon seems to be

easing pressure on Haddad’s semi-

independent border enclave.

The renegade career officer has

been concentrating on consolidating

toe establishment of a semi-regular

army in his self-proclaimed "Free

Lebanon” which has been, steadily

drifting toward institutionalization. .

. AH of Haddad’s fighters-, including

some 600 career soldiers still

enlisted as officers in the Lebanese
annedforces. are being now paid by

Israel “Oh .
loan'V pending the

resumption 'of relations between

2JB00 PLO man

. 3.600 PLO nun in UNiPIL zone

1 Forces under Major Saad Haddad

Haddad's breakaway headquarters
and the Beirut command.
Ironically, the Christian com-

mander is currently getting many of

his recruits from among Southern

Lebanon's Shia Moslems, who,make
up some 60 per cerit of the border

enclave's 160,000 inhabitants. The
same Shia Moslem community, -

which has been resenting the PLO’s
destructive operations and Israel's

reprisals to them, is seen likely to

provide the backbone for Junblatt's

forces further north.

Political struggle* in the south no

longer appear to disturb the central

regime of President Elias Sarkis,

which has recently renewed full'

• fledged government services — elec-

tricity, education, road construction

and social welfare In the region.

This includes Maj. Haddad's
enclave, though It remains a bizarre-

Israeli protectorate in every- sense.

Mrs. Carter sees

Israelis helping

Kampucheans
U.8. President Jimmy Carter's

wife Rosalynn has visited the Israeli

medical team along the Thailand-
Kampuchea border and, according
to reports reaching Israel through
the Israeli ambassador to Thailand,
toe Israelis are enjoying excellent
cooperation from other teams at the

refugee camps there.

Mrs. Carter was on a 40-hour tour

of the refugee camps serving the

tens of thousands of starving Kam-
pucheans who have escaped their

war- and famine-ravaged country.
The Israelis are working in a 1,200-

bed field hospital.

Meanwhile, the UN has an-
nounced,' contributions promis-
ed to Kampuchean relief funds from
countries around the world now total

some 5210m.
In a related development, Abie

Nathan, who spearheaded the Israeli

aid drive for Kampuchean refugees,
said yesterday he plans to go from
Thailand to Timor. Starvation has
also plagued that tiny Indonesian na-
tion, he said. Nathan heads for the
Thai-Kampuchean border today, as
part of the Israeli "Hatikva Convoy”
that will bring Israel's ILdSm. con-
tribution to the Kampuchean
refugees.

Sarkis briefed on

Butros’ Syria visit
BEIRUT (Reuter). — Lebanese
Foreign Minister Fuad Butros brief-

ed President Elias Sarkis last night

on the outcome of his visit to Syria,

where he discussed the Southern
Lebanon problem and forthcoming
Arab summit.
' An official announcement said

Butros conferred in Damascus with
i

President Hafez Assad and Foreign
Minister Abdei-Holim Khaddam as

part of continuing coordination
between the two neighbouring coun-

tries.

The summit is due to be held in

Tunis starting on November 20.

Lebanon has been urging other Arab
countries to help find a solution to

the instability in the region border-

ing Israel.

Soviet warships
leave Haiphong
BANGKOK (UPI1- - Three
warships . from the Soviet Union’s

Pacific fleet ended a five-day visit to

the Vietnamese port of Haiphong.
Radio Hanoi said yesterday.
The broadcast did' not say where

the three warships are going. The
call at Haiphong celebrated the first

anniversary of a treaty Of friendship

and cooperation signed by Hanoi and
Moscow.

Unemployment not in

Hurvitz economic plan
By JOSHUA BRILLIANT
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — Finance Minister
Yigael Hurvitz said Friday his plans
to reduce government spending will
not create unemployment nor reduce
workers' Income.

"Although we must take drastic

steps... we will maintain workers'
real income," he told reporters after

a meeting here with a Histadrut
delegation headed by Secretary-
General Yeroham Meshel.
Asked whether he anticipated an

economic recession, the minister

said: *'I hope not. Praise the Lord.
Israel Is hungry for workers.”

Hurvitz and Meshel emerged from
their 90-minute meeting pledging
readiness to cooperate. They also

agreed on the need to encourage the

development of the industrial sector
at the expense of the services.
"These weren't mere platitudes,"

Hurvitz said. “I feel we are ail con-

cerned about the economy's fate,”
he said.
Meshel added: "We are always in

favour of government-Histadrut
cooperation."

But cardinal issues still remain un-
resolved. A participant told TAr
/erusnfcm Post the minister
presented no concrete proposals. A
"package deal" for example, was
not even mentioned.
Meshel said that after Hurvitz

presents his overall plan to the
Histadrut, a team of Central Com-
mittee members will examine It and
react.
The secretary-genera! reiterated

his demand that the government
drop the "new economic policy" it

adopted in October 1977,' when Hur-
vitz was minister of industry, trade

and tourism. Meshel blamed the

NEP for Israel's present economic
troubles.
Hurvitz did not comment In

Meshel 's presence. Questioned by
The Pont later, the minister said that

the policy “was good,” deliberately

using the past tense. Asked whether it

is still a valid policy, he dodged: "I'll

take the necessary steps.” he said.

The minister Indicated he would
carry out his programme public
reaction notwithstanding. "My job is

to do wbat has to be done whether
they applaud me or boo," he said.

Computer fault triggers

U.S. doomsday machine
WASHINGTON (AP). — An ap-
parent computer malfunction sent
out a false alert of a Soviet missile
attack on Friday, the Pentagon an-
nounced.
The foul-up, which occurred dur-

ing a computer test at the North
American Air Defence Command
headquarters in Colorado, was cor-

rected within six minutes and the

false alert never reached U.S. Presi-

dent Jimmy Carter, Defence
Secretary Harold Brown or Gen.
David Jones, chairman of the U.S.

Joint Chiefs of Staff.

During that brief time, however,

10 U.S. and Canadian jet in-

terceptors took off from their bases.

These planes are assigned to battle

attacking bombers.
Six F-101 fighters went aloft from a

Royal Canadian Air Force base at

Comox, British Columbia. Two F-106

intercepters went up from Kingsley
Field in Oregon and two more were
dispatched from Sawyer Air Force
Base. Michigan.
No B-52 strategic bombers were

launched, the Pentagon said. The
Strategic Air Command has authori-

ty to send bombers aloft in crisis, but
the B-52s cannot head for targets in

the Soviet Union without a direct
order from the president.

Defence officials said the foist

alarm docs not appear to have
resulted from any human error.
Pentagon spokesman Thomas

Ross told a reporter there have been
other false alarms that have not

been announced, but that a decision
had been made to publicize Friday's
incident to make it clear that it had

nothing to do with the crisis In Iran.
In London. British legislators,

alarmed at the false alert, said
yesterday the error underlined the
"madness of nuclear arms expen-
diture." They said they plan to raise
the matter in Parliament this week
and demand Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher’s Conservative
government reduce nuclear tension
by scrapping plans to update
Britain's nuclear force.

And In Moscow, the Soviet news
agency, reporting for the first time
on Friday's false missile alert, said

yesterday that the Pentagon was
having trouble reassuring people

about toe episode. "No matter how
hard the Pentagon spokesman tried

to assure newsmen, they were not

soothed by his statements," Tass
reported from Washington. “In
reporting the incident, the press said

that such an 'error' might lead to

fatal consequences," Tass added.

of remain here between a week and 10
r- days — a relatively long period
0- reflecting Cairo's determination to
ic obtain concrete results at the

forthcoming round of negotiation*,

n- The Egyptians have Indicated that

ie at this juncture they are primarily

:il seeking to wrap up an autonomy *c-

a cord to forward to West Bank and
iy Gaza Strip leaders as a single option,
tn rather than forcing Its Implementu-
1- tion in one of the two territories

t- separately.

The Egyptians appear to be
r gradually abandoning hope for the
U participation or local Arab leaders ir.

?f the autonomy negotiating process In
t- the foreseeable future. This Is main-
>r ]y due to heightened local expoe-
d tations that Jordan, Syria and the
d PLO may be able to shift
8 negotiations from the Israel-
d Egyptian forum to the UN.
n
n West Bank and Gaza scepticism

over the autonomy talks has been
e aggravated lately by two
g developments; the withdrawal from
f the negotiations of U.S. presidential

n envoy Robert Strauss after having
e raised local Arab hopes — by tough

talk — to ateer the territories into a

1 settlement: and toe weekend threat

i by West Bank mayors to sever con-

i'
tacts with the Israel authorities by

r submitting collective resignations in

i protest of the government decision to

deport Nablus Mayor Bassam
3 Shaka.

Weizman-Gush
meeting today

on Eiion Moreh
By JOSHUA BRILLIANT
Jerusalem Post Reporter

Gush Emunim leaders and Ellon
Moreh settlers will meet with
Defence Minister Ezer Welzman In
Tel Aviv this afternoon to discuss
their settlement's future.
But their reversal of an earlier

decision not to see the minister does
not mean they have changed their

positions. They reiterated on Friday
that they will not leave the hill they
now occupy overlooking Nablus and
said they will try to prevail upon
Weizman to take steps to implement
hts plan to develop six towns in the
West Bank.
Wcizman's mandate from the

Ministerial Defence Committee calls

foe trying to reach an agreement
with the settlers on where they will

move until a new site is ready. They
must leave their present location by
November22 to comply with a ruling
of the High Court of Justice.
Friday's decision to meet Weiz-

man was taken by a Joint forum of

Gusb Emunim and Eiion Moreh
leaders, by a majority of one. after a
six-hour debate. It followed Prime
Minister Menahem Begin's refusal

to meet them and reports of Weiz-
man's conciliatory attitude.

U.S. public support

for Israel rising
WASHINGTON. — Fewer
Americans are now willing to trade
off U.S. support for Israel in ex-

change for guaranteed oil supplies
from the Arab world, according to
the latest ABC News/Louis Harris
poll.

Sixty per cent of those questioned
in a nationwide survey opposed en-

ding U.S. military aid to Israel even
if that would ensure continued Arab
oil shipments. Some 29 per cent
favoured a suspension In those con-
ditions.

When the same question was asked
last March, the results were 57 per
cent to 31 per cent respectively.

Asked whether Israel should
withdraw from tbe West Bank and
Gaza Strip and allow the establish-

ment of a Palestinian state if that

would ensure ail supplies, 53 per cent

said no. while 30 per cent said yes.

Responding to a more general
question, some GO per cent opposed a

policy of maintaining oil supplies at

Israel's expense. Answering affir-

matively were 33 per cent. Las:
March, the results were 55 per cent

to 39 per cent.
When the survey asked whether a

policy of U.S. capitulation to Arabcil
demands related to Israel would
eventually result in the Arabs dic-

tating policy to America on other
issues, the results were an
overwhelming 79 per cent "yes" and
only 18 per cent "no." Last March,
the answers were 74 per cent for and

21 per cent against.

SALT out of committee,

into Senate debate
WASHINGTON i Reuter*. - The

j

Senate Foreign Relations Com-
mittee on Friday approved the

Strategic Arms Limitation Treaty

(SALT II) by a vote of 9-6, sending it

to the full Senate for debate-

Ratification requires a two-thirds

vote in the Senate — 67 senators if all

100 members participate. The
debate Is expected to begin later lhis

month. ^
Objectors expelled

PARIS i AP)

.

— Police yesterday ex-

pelled 21 French conscientious ob-

jectors from the Belgian embassy

which they had occupied two days

earlier demanding political asylum.

The Belgian embassy said it sum-

moned the gendarmes to expel the

youths after explaining; to them that

international law carried no sllpu* 3*

tion allowing the Belgian govern-

ment to give them refuge.
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By SARAH HOfflG
Post Political bepotter

TEL AVIV. — The second Belt Berl
gathering last night, held In clear

defiance of an appeal by party
leaders to abstain from the factional

meetings that they say have caused
a "free-for-all' ' in the party, has ex-
acerbated internal friction in the
Labour Party.
The party political bureau

secretariat last Thursday appealed
to all factions and groups not to enter
into a second round of gatherings
and counter-gatherings which they
say endanger party unity. The fac-
tions were asked to postpone, for at
least two weeks, wbat some In the
party leadership referred to as a
"
‘free-for-all in which everyone is

fighting everyone with everything."
The hiatus was to have given party
institutions a chance to deal with the
potentially dangerous situation
which has developed in the party.
Most of the groups have an-

nounced willingness to go along with
the appeal, but the real test case was
the gathering by the Beit Berl group
last night. The party leadership
fears this group more than any other a

because it includes many of the most
prominent and powerful figures in
the party. Among them are ldbbutz
movement leaders and heads of the
most influential Hlstadrut financial
and industrial concerns, including
Bank Hapoallm's Ya'acov Levinson.
The Beit Berl group maintained

over the weekend that the
secretariat's call for a truce in fac-
tional meetings did not really apply
to it because it is not involved in any

personal disputes and rivalries and
the party secretariat’s purpose was
to check internal wrangling.
But the assurance did not have

• anything like a calming influence on
the camp of Shimon Peres, which
argued that the Beit Berl gathering
was the first volley in the new inter-

nal battle* in Labour. Had it not been
held, the Peres camp believes, other
groups could have been held in check
as well. The secretariat's appeal was
primarily directed to the Beit Berl
group, it was claimed.
The other groups in Labour which

planned gatherings have expressed
readiness to call them off, but the.

situation yesterday was still not en-

tirely clear. The pro-Peres group,
which had scheduled a counter-
meeting to the Beit Berl gathering,

announced that it would honour the
secretariat's appeal.
The party doves, who had schedul-

ed their second meeting for tonight,
have cancelled it, "although we are '

really not involved in any way in the
personal conflicts of the party," they
said in an announcement.

The party centrists and hawks,
who said they would now launch a
struggle to prevent erosion of the

Labour Party platform, are not ex-
pected to act either until & move Is

made by the doves.
Yesterday’s gathering was a

larger version of the original, with
about 150 people participating, in-

cluding some development town
mayors who were invited in an
attempt to counter Peres camp
charges that the group is "elitist in

nature."

Wbat makes .Ehrlich blush?

Hints of cabinet deal send }

NRP, Herat tempers soaring

Tel Aviv deputy mayor Ylgal Griffel (left) and Frankfurt Mayor
Walter Wal lmmm announce the signing id! a twin-city pact in the
German town an Thursday.-- lAPndlopbato)

‘October’: Peres, Arafat tried to meet

Offices in Israel

Tel Aviv, 53 Ben Yehuda. St.

(03)243355.

Jerusalem, 30 Jaffa St.

(02)228868/233192.

Haifa, 2 Sea Road, (04)84655

THE WEATHER
Forecast: Rise in humidity, partly cloudy
with chance of light rain.
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Humidity Min-Max Max
Jerusalem 34 13—23 22
Golan 34 15—23 21
Nahariya 34 .

18—29 27
Safad 37 18—20 20
Haifa Port 67 22—28 28
Tiberias ZS 19—30 28
Nazareth 44 38—33 28
Afula 29 18—29 27
Samaria 29 19—24 24
Tel Aviv 22 17—25 28

B-G Airport 47 18—28 28
Jericho 45 18—22 21
Gaza 83 17—33 25

JBeerahcba 34 18—28 27

'Eilat 31 19—32 31

Tiran Straits 38 21—29 29
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Post Mideast Affairs Editor
and Agencies

CAIRO. — An attempt was made
recently to organize a secret
meeting in Portugal between
Palestinian terrorist chief Yasser

I Arafat and Labour Party leader
1 Shimon Peres. But both refused at
the last minute, fearing the secret
might become known, the magazine
"October" said yesterday.
Peres, reacting immediately to

reports of the story, last night denied
that such a meeting had been en-
visioned.
Arrangements for tbe meeting,

"October" said, were made by
Issam Sartawi, a top Arafat aide,
and former Shell MK Arye Bliav.
Peres was In Portugal to attend a

meeting of the . Socialist Inter-
national, while Arafat was visiting
Lisbon at the same time for *»iTra

with the Portuguese government.
"Information media spotlighted

the activities of the two men, and it

became impossible to bold the
meeting secretly," the magazine
said. “Both excused themselves,
fearing possible repercussions."

Efinting that Austrian Chancellor
Bruno Kreisky might be behind the
idea, the magazine said
arrangements began two months
ago following a meeting between
Kreisky t

> former •' West -‘German
chancellor Willy- Brandt and Arafat

in Salzburg, Austria. Kreisky has
awarded Sartawi and Ellav an
Austrian award, in tribute to their ef-

forts to promote a rapprochement
between Palestinians and Israelis.

It was also reported yesterday that
the Palestine Liberation Organiza-

- tion has . Instructed its represen-
tatives in Europe not to meet any
more with Israeli politicians over the
Palestinian situation.

Reports from Damascus said that
such instructions were specifically

relayed to Sartawi', who has been the-

No. 1 PLO contact with Israeli
dignitaries — • among them Knesset
members.
Unconfirmed reports, also from

Damascus, said that Sartawi had in
protest tendered his resignation
from the Palestine National Council,
the PLO ‘8 parliament-in-exlle.

Many women seen quitting work force

unless income tax laws amended
By MICHAL YUDELMAN
Jerusalem Post Reporter -

If income tax laws are not chang-
ed. many women will be forced to
leave the work force and return
home, the secretary-general of
Na’amat, Nava Arad, warned last
week.
She said that the present-indome

tax laws discriminate against
married women and divorced and
widowed mothers^ and that Na’amat
demanded that these laws be urgent-
ly amended.
Na’amat is the roof body of

.women’s organizations.
The rising costs of child-care and

household maintenance are making
it increasingly difficult for mothers -

to keep a job. Arad said. She
demanded that working mothers
receive two credit points (nekudot
zlkul) for every child instead of the
one point now granted, and that
divorced or widowed mothers
receive an extra point.

Income tax laws should- dis-
tinguish between the pension 'and
work income received by widows,
Arad said.
A woman

_
working with her hus-

band in their own business, farm .or

plant is doubly taxied: the present
laws deprive her of credit points for

. children and levy a high tax on her
Income, which is calculated as part
of her husband’s income, Arad said.
Israel is acutely In need of nfore

.

women workers, who presently
make up only 34 per cent of the work
force, while -In Japan and,West Ger-
many, as well as other European
countries they, constitute almost 60
per cent. Unfavourable working con-
ditions in Israel deter many women
from even trying to get a job, Arad
said.

Other discriminatory tactics in-
clude the fact that women are paid
only 60: per cent of mexfs salaries,
slower promotion, non-compliance:
with existing labour lawB concerning -

women, and a retirement age five.
- years lower than for men, she added.

Week’s road toll
Nine people, including a child,,

were killed on the roads last week.
Another 125 were severely injured in
68 serious accidents.
Pedestrian casualties were the

dead child and 34 others among the
seriously injured.

By jSAHAB BONfG - ..-

Port Political Reporter

TEL AVIV, — Deputy Print
Minister Simha Ehrlich's reported

hints at National Religious Party
.
gains from secret deals in the recent

.government rashoffie have ‘abut,

political tempera-soaring in the

NRP, Liberal Party efforts qyertfaq
weekend to smooth things over have "

so' far bees to no avail. .

. Ehrlich wasreportedbyseveral of-;

the participants at last-Thnrsday’a

Liberal Party Executive session to
have intimated ttot the big winner In

tbe,recent government reshuffle was
the NRP. He was' quoted as telling
Ms fellow Liberals that NRP gains
“are not yet public knowledge; hut
when the facts are revealed, they
will make us all blush."
Aa soon a* the statements were

published on Friday/ a furore
developedln.theNRP and ito leaders
conducted- intensive - contacts
thraughout the day: NRP secretary- .

genera) Danny .Vermuss- accused
Ehrlich - Oft-

‘ 'possibly- wishing ' to
sabotage, toe teshuffied cabinet and
create ah atmosphere 'which would
prevent his successor in the Finance
Ministry; Ylgael Hurvitx, from

carrying out "vital economic
’ reforms.*' ;

• Rcaottoim from -thfe Liberal sfdfc

were confusing. Ehrlich maintained
that .he had been quoted'out of con-

text, but he did hotfully clarifywhat
fie meant to nay. Sources close to

him denied that he had* his

jbarbs at.the choice of Prof. Ya'acoy
.Ne'eman of the NRP as the Finance
Ministry’s new director-general.

. Ehrlich said tost, Although he has
"same 'gripes .about relations with

the.NRP, on the whole lam satisfied

with our Coalition partnership.”

.

. ButNRP sources Indicated yester-

day that this would not be enoogtato

calm the' raging storm. “We still

want.to khow what makes Ehrlich

blush. If he 'knows of any deal to

which we are supposed to be party,

but which we know nothing about/he

oughtto make his'Information public

and enlighten us.7 ’ Vermuss said. -

' Ehrlich also succeeded in In-
furiating his Likud partners, es-

pecially Herat. Here too there is

much speculation about what he
meant by. “secret deals" and Herat
la fumbig over his assertions that the -

.

Liberals have “become Herat's
whipping-boy."

Weizman asks lawyers’ probe

of Shamgar C’tee findings

U.S. presidential candidate claims he’s pro-Israel

Comtally defends His M.E. policy

Frieda Leemon, national president of
Pioneer Women, UJ3.. and members of the
notional board, at tbe bead of the second
contingent of J00 delegates to the
organization's 28th biennlel convention.
The convention, with 1,000 participants,
commences on NovemberU and will con-
tinue unto November 20.

Dutch UNJLb’lL

sergeant killed

Soviet mine

Police search for

killers of Metulla
security chief

by
Jerusalem Port Reporter

METULLA.—A Dutch sergeant ser-

ving with UNIFIL was killed and
another wounded when their,vehicle
went over a SoVlet-made mine on a
dirt road near Byut el-Sayad, south

of Tyre, on Friday.
Sergeant W. de Koning, was

UNIFIL*s 32nd casualty since tbe

force was stationed in Southern
Lebanon In June 1978. Most of the

other casualties have been killed in

clashes with the terrorists. One was
killed in a clash with militia troops,

and others were killed in accidents.

Yesterday Dutch troops dis-
covered another mine, and a
UNIFIL officer, said the mines were
of Soviet manufacture.

In another- Incident, Palestinian
terrorists yesterday opened fire on a
Lebanese army jeep killing one
soldier and slightly Injuring two-!
others, an army communique said.

It said the incident' occurred in tbe
predominantly Christian West
Beirut,
The brief communique gave no

reason for the incident But police

sources said it was in retaliation for
tbe detention earlier In the day at
another police station of a terrorist

following a quarrel with police chief
Maj. Selim Sleem-over the seizure of
his car .inside the Hobeish police sta-

tion in West Beirut.

.

Jerusalem Post Staff

METULLA. — Security forces are
continuing their search for the
murderers of Metulla’s security
coordinator, Yosef. Rosenfeld, who
was killed on Wednesday night.

A source in the police northern dis-

trict told The Jerusalem Port yester-
day evening that the special 30-man
investigating team appointed to
solve the murder has questioned
dozens of suspects, but little

progress had been made in the in-

vestigation.
Among those questioned were

guards at the “Good Fence,”
smugglers and other known
criminals, and residents of villages
in the Triangle.
The Post has learned that the in-

vestigators have not even managed
to determine the motive for the
murder. None of the police's three
main theories — that the murderers
were smugglers from Lebanon,
criminals, or terrorists — has been
eliminated.
On Friday, a large crowd attended

Rosenfeld’s funeral in Metulla. He
was eulogized by the bead of the
local council, Yosef Goldberg.
Prominent among the crowd of

mourners were veteran residents of
Metulla and Galilee, settlers from
border villages, and a large number
of Border Police and IDF personnel.

5-DAY WEEK. — Workers at the
Dimona nuclear research station
will be the first civil servants in the
country to be.offtciaUy employed on
a five-day week basis, starting on
December 1 . according to an agree-
ment recently reached.

CHEMINEE
Wood Burner Fireplace

From manufacturer— to consumer

Selection of stylized

iron, fully cast models

Particular* and demonstrations:

Tel Aviv — Reininger, 6. Rahov Yosef Eliyahu. Tel. 03-296760

Hazor Haglilit — ' Motzrei Noy, Industrial Zone. Toi. 067-^7684^

Mosher Dor Tmtura — Hekeder NskaM, Tel. 063-99162

By WOLF RUTZES
Jerusalem Pert Correspondent

WASHINGTON. — Key aides of
Republican presidential
John Oonnally -met -with reporters at r

his campaign headquarters "here
j

last week clearly eager to con-

'

vince them that toe former Texaa
-governor's controversial Middle
East policy programme is actually
pro-Israel.

Sam Hosldnson, a former Middle
East intelligence officer in the Cen-
tral Intelligence Agency, who resign-
ed from Zbigniew Brzezinskl's
National Security Council staff
earlier this year to join the Cmuialiy
campaign, was emphatic in Insisting
that a close reading of the entire
speech confirms this view. Hoskin-
aon has been credited with having
had the major input in drafting the
speech, delivered before the
Washington Press Club on October .

XL As expected, he denied that, say-
ing that it was a “team effort" with
ConnaUy himself having the final

say.
Gomudly's press secretary, James

Brady, insisted that the governorhas
not written off the Jewish vote, either
in the Republican primaries or in toe
general election next year. He ex-
pressed hope that American Jews -

and even Israel “ultimately" will
recognize that ConnaUy “is a friend
of IsraeL"
Brady said ConnaUy was en-

couraged by the warm response he
received earlier thia month during a
swing through Los Angeles and San
Francisco, where a record 81.2m.
was raised. He claimed many
Republican Jewish leaders on the
West Coast attended 31,000 a plate
dinners in those cities, although he
refused to provide names.
What was most significant about

the briefingwas the clearimpression
that ConnaUy and his advisers seem
to have miscalculated the Impact of
the Middle East speech.They knew It

would cause a stir, but they ap-
parently did not anticipate such an
emotionally-charged response.
Not that they are now conceding

any specific shifts in toe text of the
carefully drafted speech. "We stand
by every word,” Brady said, in-
sisting that the decision to issue a
detailed position paper on the Middle
East has proven to be “a net phis" In
the campaign.
Julian Read, toe campaign's direc-

tor of communications, echoed that
assessment, noting pointedly that

during the past four weeks (meaning
since the speech), ConnaUy *»« rais-
ed more money than ever before.
That remark was designed to but-
tress the public position that the
speech did not represent a political
blunder.
But beneath thin public posture,

ConnaUy and his aides recognize that
they probably mishandled toe public
relations fallout 'from toe speech)
Some of the damage could have been
averted. ConnaUy, for example,
should have consulted with several
key Republican Jewish leaders, such
as Max Fisher. George Klein and
Rita. Hauser, in advance. That could
have.- alleviated some embarrass-
ment and personal pique among
these Jewish activists, who learned
about toe speech only after it had
been set in concrete.

At the briefing, whlcTT was
specifically called to elaborate on the

Middle East speech, the aides
suggested that the news media were
largely responsible for the vlew'tha£
the speech was' “anti-Israel.” Many
of its points had been “distorted" in
toe initial reporting^ they claimed.

Regarding Connally’s call for

Palestinian self-determination, in-

cluding the right to “an entirety in-

dependent entity," Hosklnaon in-

sisted that Cannally's preference, as
indicated -in.toe speech, was for -a

solutibxr
“within, the kingdom; bf Jor-

dan,” which,'ConnaUyhad said, “has
great merit and should be thoroughly
explored."
What about the PLO? The aides

were quick to point outthat Connalty
did not mention the PLO by name
once during toe speech. What toe
governor said was only that toe U.S.
“shonld also be willing to give toe
Palestinian leadership a chance to

talk, provided they are prepared to
accept Resolution 242 and hence the
territorial integrity of Israel, and
renounce all terrorist tactics.*'
- Brady pointedout that this was the
’existing U.S. position, as practised
by the Carter administration
Regarding the call iii toe speech

for a total Israeli withdrawal to the
pre-1967 lines with only “minor,
border rectifications," Hosklnaon
noted that this has been the consis-.
tent U.S. position since 1967. He also
asserted somewhat bitterly that this
was the position accepted “more or

'

less” in the 1975 Brookings Report on
the Middle East, which Rita Hauser
signed.

Oonnally aides are not hiding their

anger at what they charge was the

role of the Israel Embassy here in

rousing opposition to their Middle
East speech. They insist that Connal-

ly was never even given a chance by.
the embassy and toe Government of
IsraeL
Before the speech was written, one

aide said, ConnaUy had tried to'

arrange a meeting in New York with
visiting Foreign Minister. Moshe
Dayan to hear his views. But the

then-foreign minister “didn’t have
the time." ConnaUy did meet during
that same week with visiting khf
Hussein of Jordan.
The Connalty 'CfUnp feels that the

embassy--has tried to orchestrate *
campaign against the governor, and
they cite quotes in U.S. newspapers
from “authoritative Israeli
spokesmen" who have condemned
the speech. And more to the point,
they charge that the embassy i* in-

terfering in domestic American
politics— charges strongly denied by
the embassy. _
To hear the tone of Cramalty’s

By DAVID RICHARDSON ”

Jerusalem Fort Reporter . .

Defence Minister Ezer Weizman
has appointed a committee of three
respected lawyers — Yehoahua
Rofenstrdch, \Amnon -- Gbldenberg

.

and YltrbaklTnnlk—to review legal,
legislative and^publte questions .in-

volved in any possible implementa-
tion- of the Shamgar Committee's
recommendations on toe military
judicial system.
Thia committee, set up .because.,

certain of the ShaxhgarCommittee's
recommendations, do not Jibe with
IDF practice, i».,tp submit it's

recommendations to toe minister by -

December 31.

A\ senior legal observer in
Jerusalem last night decried toe
decision -~to appoint' a lower-level
committee to review the 8hamgar
Committee's recommendations.

.

The Shamgar Committee was ap-

pointed hearty three years ago to
review the-military judicial system.
It submitted its recommendations to
toe defence and jbstlce m inisters

some 28 months ago, after nearly a
year of preparatory work.

•' .The committee- was headed by
Supreme Court

.
Justice Melr

Shamgar, who had earlier been part-
ly responsible for drafting the’
military Justice code. Be has served

as judge advocate-general of the

IDF and Is a world-renowned expert

on ministry law. Other members of

the committee were senior lawyers

In the public service.
- Tbe committee's w>atn recommen-
dations centred on diminishing
.military commanders’ power to

reduce or overrule the sentences of

military courts in criminal offences.

to addition, tbe committee also

recommended that the president of

the military appeals, court be a
. lawyer, by - training, as well as a
senior military officer.
- Earlier this year. Defence
Minister Ezer Weizman acknowledg-
ed that he had accepted this

recommemdatlon “in principle."

but- nevertheless appointed a
paratroop officer with' no legal"
background to the position of presi-

dent of the court.
Hie General Staff and the Defence

Ministry only recently began to

study the Shamgar- Committee's
recommendations— In part because
of public criticism of Chief of Staff

Rafael Eitan's decisions in the Pinto
S&deh affairs. (In both cases be

commuted sentences for crimes
committed during the 1978 Utart
Operation in South Lebanon.) To
date, . the committee has not been
consulted at all on its recommen-
dations.

Weizman, Gur deny ‘kill-PoW’ orders

aides today, one might conclude that
their candidate is realty Israel's best

' friend.
Moreover, if one. were to take “the

entire text" of the speech and “read
it very carefully," one would realize:
that tbe speech was “pro-Israel, ac-
cording to toe Connalty aides. They
refer specifically to the proposal for
a joint Israrti-Paleetinlah develop-
ment bank and astrongU.6. military
presence in the Middle East.
But the Gonpally aides say they

realize that no matter how much
“thoughtful Israelis" might ap-
preciate these positions, Prime
Minister : Menahem Begin and Ms
cabinet probably will never,come to
like them because bf their deter-
mination to bold on to the West Bank
'and Gaza.

They believe thata Labour govern-
ment In Israel might be more willing -

to accept the Connalty positions as
the best possible deal Israel could'
realistically expect.
to any ease, the pro-Israel slant,

now being given by- toe Connalty
'

campaign to the speech tends to con- -

firm that the American Jewish' vote
is still regarded as important in toe
domestic political process.

Defence Minister Ezer Weizman
and:former chiefof staff Mordechai
Gdrt^mphatxbally denied on Friday
tort’therewere ever orders tokill or
hijure prisoners of war .during or
after. Operationmart.
According to a government Press

Office
.
communique, instructions

issued to commanders and troops
stated" that PoWs were not to be
harmed. After violations of those
orders were uncovered, instructions-.

were given to treat toe offenders
with the utmost severity.
' Wefzm£hfand Gffr we^ x^qrausi-
bte foe Operation totam, to which the
IDF .invaded Lebanon in 1978.
Friday's statement followed tbe

..furore caused by Chief of Staff
Rafael Eitan's reduction of
sentences to Sgan-Aluf Arye Sadeh
and Segen Daniel Pinto after they
had been convicted .of murdering
PoWs during the campaign.

SETTLEMENTPOLICY
»

toe'most fanatical fringe* of Gush
Emunlra.
At Hammer's suggestion, Pitemler

Menahem- Begin- has asked- the
attorney-general to provide the
cabinet ministers today with precise

:and detailed information bn the
breakdown of West Bank lands into
ownerships patterns (private, state,
unclear, etc.). Attorney-General
Yitzhak Zamir Is also to submit to
the cabinet all the legal options

available to It to ensure that extant
and future Jewish settlements are
not challenged successfully in toe
courts.

In a television interview last night.

Hammer said he was seeking to
work on the basis of the "common
denominators that unite all of us: the
desire to avoid a confrontation that

could turn Into civil strife; the inten-

tion to honour the verdict of the High
Court; and the wish to have Jewish
settlement in Ereti^Jarael.'

CITRUS. — Education Minister
ZeVulun Hammer on Friday asked
ail toe country’s high school students

to lend a hand with this year’s citrus
harvest by giving a week to 10 days
to this "national service."

On the 30th day after the passing of burdear

FANNY MIRIAM RODAN
the unveiling of the tombstone will take place on Tuesday, November 18,
1979, at 2.30 p.m.

Family and friends will meet at the- gate of Har Hamenuhot Cemetery,
G1vat Shaul. Jerusalem.

Transport available from Taxi Jerusalem, Hahistadrut St.,.opposite 8ova
restaurant, at 2 p.m. „

Tbs Friedmann
The-Button family

On the first anniversary of the passing of

FALK MA0Z

we will meet to honour his memory, at the
graveside, on Tuesday, November 13, 1979.,

3.00 p.m. at the Kfryat Shaul Cemetery, Tel Aviv.

The Family

In deep sorrow we announce the death of our beloved
mother and grandmother

ANNY LINDNER
The funeral will take place today, Sunday, November li, 1979
at 3.30 p.m. in Beit Yitzhak (near Netanya).

Gad Aloni and family, Beit Yitzhak . .

Yohanan (Hans) Lindner and family,

JBehovot

Our deeplyloved

CELIA MARGOLIN
has passed away

Tbe funeral will set out at u:80 a.m. today, November 11, 1979,
at the Jerusalem Funeral Chapel, Rehov Shamgar, Romema
(near Tnuva)

\
for the Beit Shemeah cemetery. Those wishing

transportation may meetatll ami. at Moadon Haoleh, Talbiya.

Patty and Marc Flamm
and families

Our beloved

PjPSI (Josephine) LINDNER
is no more.

She donated her body to'seience.'

TUE BEREAVED FAMILY

; The members Of the Senior Housing Project of the Association

of Americans and m larae]

deeply mourn the death of our founder and chairman.

CELIA R. MARGOLIN
on Erev 8babbat. Novcmber 9, 1978. Marbeshvan 20, 8740.
Oar hearts condolences to the family.
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TV viewing continues as

Lapid, journalists clash
By JUDY SEESGEL

Jerusalem Post Reporter

A management shutdown of Israel
TV was averted on Friday afternoon
when the Journalists’ staff com-
mittee and Broadcasting Authority
director-general Yosef Lapid agreed
to meet this morning to discuss the
Journalists' two-and-a-half-mlnute
blackout of “Mabat" news on Thurs-
day night.

But while the Broadcasting
Authority spokesman claimed that
the Journalists had “backed down"
from their announced "severance of
relations" with Lapid because they
realized the threat to shut down TV
was serious, a journalists'
spokesman said it was Lapid who
had turned conciliatory when be
realized that the authorities’ board
of directors would vote for a shut-
down.
In another development, Yitzhak

Roeh left the late news show
“Almost Midnight” on Thursday
with the feeling that he had failed.

There was a mood of revolt at TV
House In Jerusalem on Friday as
journalists expected an angry
response to their Thursday blackout.
The staff committee had ordered the
appearance of a test pattern on the
screen for two-and-a-half minutes,
the length of a scheduled aim report
by R&fiq Halaby on a West Bank
mayors* solidarity meeting for
Nablus Mayor Bassam Shako.
Shaka Is under fire for allegedly

saying that he identified fully with
terrorists who perpetrated last

year's Coastal Road massacre.
News director Halm Yavin and

"Mabat" editor Ya'acov Ahlmetr
had previewed the segment and call-
ed It "balanced and fair." They said
that it should be broadcast since
many foreign television teams had
covered the assembly and that
Israel! viewers should not be
prevented from seeing it.

But Lapid, an hour before broad-
cast, banned the flbn report from the
screen on grounds that “TV should
not serve as a platform for the PLO,
which murders children."
Ahtmelr, with Yavin’s approval,

introduced the blackout on the air by
saying that “for reasons beyond our,
control" the segments could not be
broadcast.
After the staff committee decided

to "sever relations" with Lapid on
Friday morning — and the sym-
pathetic administrative works com-
mittee held back Lapid 's phone calls
and mall — the board of directors
convened and was expected to order
the cancellation of Friday evening’s
programming.
Roeh said his frequent dis-

agreements with Broadcasting
Authority chairman Reuvexi Y&ron
and Lapid, who objected to his per-
sonal and casual brand of news
presentation, had no particular bear-
ing on his decision to leave "Almost
Midnight."
Daniel Pe'er will host "Almost

Midnight" four times a week and
Oded Ben-Ami the other night, but
Pe'er too plans to leave the show In
April.

Germans deport 2 PLO men
interrogated by Israel agents
MUNICH (Reuter). — West Ger-
many on Friday deported two jailed
Palestinian terrorists following a
scandal about their Interrogation in

jail by an Israeli agent. Bavarian
state authorities said.

The Bavarian Interior Ministry
said Mohammed Hamada and Salim
Sejaan had been flown out of the
country. They did not reveal their
destination.

The two men were released from
Munich’s Straubing jail atthe urgent
request of the federal government in

Bonn, Bavarian Premier Franz
Josef Strauss said.
They had served four months of

sentences of 2 14 years each for
breaking explosives laws.
Strauss said the government was

afraid of Arab terrorist reprisals.
“One of the reasons is the fear of
acts of violence in the Federal
Republic," he told journalists.

Bavarian security sources sa^d

one of the two Palestinian prisoners
had attempted to smuggle letters out
of jail to trigger off acts of violence.

West Germany has not forgotten
the “Black September" Arab com-
mandoraidat the 1072Munich Olym-
pics and the subsequent aizpbVfbat-

tle whTdli coSt thtf lives of 11 KfeafeH

athletes and five terrorists.
The Palestinians released were

freed less than a fortnight after the
federal government admitted an
Israeli counter-terrorism expert had
been allowed to question them in jail.

The disclosure was an embarrass-
ment to the government and Foreign
Minister Hans-Dietrich Genscher
was quick to ask angry Arab am-
bassadors not to let the affair affect
their relations with Bonn.
The Bavarian state authorities

agreed to the government's request
but said they had serious reser-

vations.
The Bavarian Justice and Interior

Ministries said they were worried
about the effect the extradition could
have on upholding the law and
fighting terrorism.
Hie state government acceded to

the pressure of federal Interior
Minister Gerhart Baum who had
appealed for the immediate extradi-

tion of the two men after considering
the security situation, the Bavarian
government said in a statement.
Sejaan, 31, and Hamada, 26, were

arrested on April 28 as they entered
West Germany from Austria with 46
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President Yitzhak Navon examines one of 11 volumes of a Talmud
translated Into Spanish presented to him on Friday at Belt Hanasal
by the Argentine Ambassador Jorge Gasal. (Rabamim Israeli)

Syrian ‘revolution* nearing
By JOAN BOBSTEN'

Jerusalem Post Correspondent

NICOSIA. — "Syria Is on the verge
of revolution, you can smell it in the

air." a Syrian national just returned
from two weeks in Damascus yester-

day told The Jerusalem Post.

The source, whose family still

lives in Damascus, said armed
civilians roam the streets of the
Syrian capital and Aleppo, stopping
passersby and demanding identifica-

tion. They are apparently searching
for anti-government forces who have
been threatening Syria's internal

political situation and recently
planted a bomb In Aleppo’s Ba'ath
Party headquarters.
Several Syrians, Sunni Moslems

who oppose rule by the minority
Alawis, have recently been ex-
ecuted.
“Syrians, especially the

minorities, find the no-peace, no-war
situation unnerving," said the

source. He said that the 400.000

Alawis are losing the confidence of

the country's seven million Sunni
Moslems, and 300,000 Christians.
The Alawl hold has been weakened
by Syria's Inability to extricate its

army from Lebanon; the way
Assad's brother, Rafat, is abusing
power; and by Egyptian President
Anwar Sadat's peace Initiative,

which is apparently supported by
educated Syrians and the business
community, the source said.

It is feared that If Assad is

overthrown he could be replaced
with the underground Moslem
Brotherhood, whose activities are
believed to be financed by the
Libyans. Nobody knows how many
people are in the Moslem
Brotherhood.

U.S. churches crush anti-Israel vote
NEW YORK (AP) . — The National
Council .of Churches voted un-
animously Friday to delay action on
a resolution accusing Israel of in-

justice and torture and calling for an
end to U.S. aid to that nation.

The council, an umbrella organiza-
tion of 32 Christian denominations
representing 40 million Americans,
set aside the resolution until next
May, when a vote is planned on a
new Middle East policy.
The resolution was proposed by

the Antiochian Orthodox
Archdiocese of North America, a
small Eastern Orthodox group made
up mostly of Syrian-Americana.
One source said the council "pull-

ed out all the big guns” to avoid a
confrontation. The council source —
who asked not to be identified —
said, “Hie resolution won't come up
again... It had not a ghost of a
chance."

A group formed to combat the anti-
Israel proposal appealed to the coun-
cil to reject the resolution. The
Christians Concerned For The
National Council Of Churches said
the resolution was "full of distortion,

fabrication and lies." They said en-
ding U.S. aid would be "tantamount
to calling for the destruction of
Israel."

The council, which includes most
major Protestant and Eastern
Orthodox bodies in the U.S., has
proposed talks between the U.S. and
the Palestine Liberation Organiza-
tion.

The resolution accused Israel of
filling Israeli Jails with 5,000 political

prisoners, of inequality and in-

justices against non-Jews, and of re-

jecting the "right of the Palestinians
to self-determination ... of their
homeland."

Tax debtors barred from leaving country

District courts around, the country
have recently Issued orders barring
150 large tax debtors from leaving
the coyntry. The orders were issued
at*,the request of-'the- income tax
authorities who had asked for a far

larger number of orders, many of
which were not granted.
The tax debtors affected by the

order*.are people who are known, to
make-frequent trips abroad, whether
on business or personal visits.

TEL AVIV STOCK MARKET REVIEW

Bulls chase the bears away
as bond market rebounds

By JOSEPH MORGENSTEKN
Post Finance Reporter

A major turnaround In the Index-
linked bond market after a foreign
currency cash "buying binge" of
nearly hysterical proportions, and
then a sharp fall In the exchange rate
of the Israel pound, plus a flounder-
ing share market, kept the invest-
ment community hopping last week.
As the week began, the public sold

Its Index-linked bonds as If they were
hot potatoes, rather than an obliga-
tion guaranteed by the State of
Israel, because of a belief that once
Ylgael Hurvitz assumed the office Of
finance minister he would impose a
tax on the bonds. Only forceful sup-
port by the Bank of Israel left prices
mainly unchanged.
But on Wednesday morning Hur-

vitz announced that there would be
no tax imposed on index-linked
bonds, nor would there be any
change In foreign currency control
regulations. Over the last two
sessions of the week most bond
groups added 5-6 per cent to their
deflated prices as buyers flooded the
market with orders. Record tur-
novers were achieved as more than
LLlb. worth of bonds were traded.
Along the way a one-session, all-time

high of IL272.5m. was reached.
The Israel pound also devalued at

a rapid rate early in the week as the

public made a wild rush on the banks
to convert pound holdings Into cash
of any foreign currency. Estimates
ore that up to the equivalent of $20m.
worth of cash was withdrawn from
the banking system. In some of the

commercial banks foreign currency
transactions were carried out on an
allocation basis as stocks of cash
dwindled.
On Thursday the tide of devalua-

tion also changed direction, as the

battered pound rallied for a 10-agora

gain. But the pound had been
devalued by nearly 3 per cent in one
week.
There was no change in the

downward trend In the share
market, with little Incentive for the

public to buy shares. Commercial
bank shares were the only con-
sistently good feature as their prices
continued to rise in an attempt to

maintain share gains in direct
proportion to the rise In the cost-of-

living index. Real estate and land
development, and investment com-
pany shares were badly battered by
selling pressures and the prices of

shares in these groups fell heavily.

WALL STREET WEEK

Interest rates seen peaking
NEW YORK (API. — After a series

of false alarms In the last several
months, hopes are rising again on
Wall Street that Interest rates are
near a peak.
These hopes stem partly from the

most recent data from the U.S.
Federal Reserve, which show some
tentative evidence that the growth of
the money supply 19 slowing in
response to credit-tightening by the
Fed.
Late this past week most major

U.S. banks raised their prime len-

ding rates again, from 15.25 to 15.5

per cent. But the optimists point out
that New York's Citibank, under the
formula it uses for setting the basic
charge on blue-chip loans, could
have posted an even bigger increase.

The fact that the bank. New York's
largest, chose not to do so was inter-
preted by some of the optimists os a
signal that maybe Its policy-makers
figured money rates might soon be
headed downward.
That message may have a familiar

ring. Similar hopes have built up on
several occasions this year among
stock and bond traders, only to be
wiped out each time by a fresh surge
in interest rates.

But since late October, money
rates have steadied, and some have
even declined a bit. The stock
market, likewise, has shown signs of

recovering its balance after a two-
week slide of about 83 points in the
Dow Jones industrial average in

mid-October.

U.S. TV interested in 'Israeli mafia’
By TOM TUGEND

Special to The Jerusalem Post

LOS ANGELES. — "60 Minutes."
the most influential public affairs
programme on American televi-

sion. Is currently preparing a report
on the so-called Israeli mafia in Los
Angeles, The Jerusalem Post has
learned.

Producer Marlon Golden of "60

Minutes” confirmed that her
reporters are now researching the
story, although a final decision on
whether to run it will not be made for
a few weeks, she said.

Hie “Israeli mafia" is a gang of
Israeli inmmigrants who have been
operating in Los Angeles for about
five years, engaged mainly in extor-

tion of Jewish businessmen, in-
surance fraud, arson for fraud, and
drug trafficking.

Last month, the dismembered
body of Esther Ruven, 22, an Israeli
believed connected with the group,
was found in a Los Angeles trash bin.
Her missing husband. Ell. 24, is

believed to have been killed too.

One suspect. Joseph Zakarla, 27.

was arrested several -weeks ago. A
second suspect. Ellahu Komerchero.
27, Is being sought; and Los Angeles
police last week issued an all-points

bulletin for a third Israeli suspect.
Yehuda Avital, 26. also known as
"Gingi." Avital allegedly has a
record for theft in Israel and his
fingerprints have, been supplied by
the Israeli authorities.
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Judge overturns

court restriction of

Beduin’s rights
BEERSHEBA (Ittmj. - Restric-

tions Imposed by the Miigi«:r.-itt->.

Court on the movements of Nuri *. |

.

Ukbl. a leader of the Bcduin rights.

movement in the Negev, were listed

on Friday. A Beersheba District

Court judge ruled that the restric-

tions were unjustified and an in-

fringement of Ukbl's civil rights.

Ukbl was freed earlier this month
by the Bcersheba Magistrates Court,

after being held for 12 days witnon:

charges, following a demonstration
at Tel Malhata to protest seizure of

Beduin land for an IDF airbstc. But
his release was made condition.!! on
his refraining from contacts with Bo-

duin south of Kibbutz Beit Kama.
District Court Judge Dan Coiter,

said the state's request to curb
Ukbi'a movements had not been
backed up by any convincing argu-
ment. and the police testimony had
not justified the attack on Ukbi's
basic right to move freely and meet
whomever he pleased.

New savings deal

at First fiit’I Bank
TEL AVIV. — The First Inter-
national Bank of Israel is accepting
index-linked government bonds as
deposits from those Joining its

"Dollar Option" savings scheme. As
an inducement to new savers. the
bank is crediting them with the
market price of the bonds, plus id
per cent.

The three big banks — Loum:.
Hapoalim and Discount — have
countered by raising the grant they
pay to depositors In their "L'p to 120"

savings schemes by 11 percent, thus
raising the grant they make to 25 per
cent or the amount placed on deposit
The Treasury has rejected

suggestions that First International,
controlled by the Eisenberg group,
was given any exclusive rights in the
new scheme. Officials said only mat
the bank was the first to seek and
gain permission to operate the
scheme.
The bank's management, replying

to claims that the scheme con-
travenes exchange regulations, said
its legal advisers had approved its

operation.

CUSTOMS. — A delegation from
Monlecatlni, Italy, here to sign t

twin-city agreement with Tiberias,

had to send one of its members back
to Ben-Gurion Airport last week.
Customs officials Insisted that six

medals sent here for presentation
had to be released by a delegation
member -In person and on payment
of $50 customs duty.
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Inspite of its simple construction, (the

illustration is quite sufficient as do-it-yourself

instruction) this Swiss- lounge chair has an

easily adjustable angle and even a built-in

spring suspension. It can be arranged to

form sociable circles or It can be set In

remote spots. (So remote that you see only

mountain peaks, glaciers and the azure vault

of heaven.) And for a piece of furniture, it has

a unique feature;, moving it is not only no
problem at all, ifs.pure delight.

Strapped to your feet it-carrles you on wide

ski runs over gentle or steep slopes, it. lets

you float pver bumps and even fly for a while

If you wish. All this, over many kilometers of

well-marked descents.

Far down in the valley other Swiss chairs

await you: carved rustical chairs in cozy

restaurants, stools In plush bars, fur covered

benches In horse-drawn sleighs, deck chairs

by indoor pools and fast seats in bob sieds.

The times when winter sports meant only

skiing are long gone in Switzerland. And so Is

the time when winter sports meant paying a

lot of money. The Fantaski brochure,
available at your travel agency or from

Swissair (which is, by the way, the official

representative of the Swiss National Tourist

Office in Israel), illustrates this point with
many advantageous all-inclusive offers.

Incidentally, you can relax already in Tel
Aviv In a wide, comfortable Swiss easy chair;

in the Swissair DC-10-30, which flies you to

Switzerland in four hours and where
economy class has in each row only eight
instead of nine seats.

swissair
SwIsBsIn 2 Sea Road, ML Carmel, phone (04) B 46 55. Haifa; 30 Jaffa Street, phones (02) 22 88 68, 23 31 92, Jerusalem; 41 Ben Yehuda Street, phone 24 33 50, Tel Aviv.
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Zimbabwe guerrillas

challenged to go to polls!
LONDON. — Britain warned the
Patriotic Front guerrilla leaders at

Zimbabwe Rhodesia conference
yesterday that Its proposals for free
elections and a return to legality
would have to be accepted subgtan-
gly as they stand and challenged
them to show faith In their own
claims to majority support In the
country.

The delegation of the government
of Bishop Abel Muzorewa announced
late yesterday that most of Its

members would be returning to Zim-
babwe Rhodesia during the weekend
to prepare for the general election.

A statement said they were leav-
ing because the British government
had decided not to renew sanctions
and the Muzorewa regime already
has agreed with the plans for in-

dependence now being argued with
the guerrillas.

Foreign Secretary Lord
Carrington, chairman of the con-
ference now in Its ninth week, made
clear again to the Patriotic Front
that it would not approve radical
changes in the British plan already
accepted by Muzorewa's govern-
ment.
Britain announced on Friday

moves to assemble a Commonwealth

military force to monitor a proposed

cease-fire in the Zimbabwe Rhode-

sian war. But guerrillas at the Lon-

don peace talks rejected key points

of Britain's peace plan.

British sources immediately ruled

out the guerrillas' demand for pro-

longed negotiations on their counter-
proposals and made it clear they

want a quick and firm answer to

their peace plan.

The British view, as expressed by
Carrington — that “we must reach a
decision in the near future r there is a
very high degree of urgency and
need" — infuriated the spokesman
for the Patriotic Front.

“Who are they to say there Is no
time?" he said. "They have no
power In Zimbabwe.”
The Commonwealth monitoring

force is a British bid to find a com-
promise on guerrilla demands for an
International peace-keeping force

during the transition to British-
granted. independent, black-
majority rule in Zimbabwe
Rhodesia.
A Foreign Office spokesman said

Australia and New Zealand were
among countries Invited to con-
tribute troops, but would specify no
other nations. (UFI, AP)

Economic proposals lauded

in unanimous UN resolution

UNITED NATIONS (AP) .— The UN
Genera) Assembly unanimously
adopted a Third World resolution on

Friday expressing appreciation for

economic proposals made by
national leaders that have spoken at.

its current session.

The resolution referred to them as

“recent major proposals” on raw

materials, energy, trade, develop-

ment, money and finance made by

heads of state or government and

said they constituted "an in-

terrelated, action-oriented .ana

global approach" to those issues.

Police lead away one of the demonstrators Injured In a dash between angry.Americans
and Iranian students during a rally Friday in Beverly Hills. tupr telephoto)

It specified that the Assembly’s

economic committee on the whole
should include any “suggestions and
recommendations...which may
result from the consideration" of

those
.

proposals in the report the

committee is to make to .a 1980

economic special session of the

Assembly.

Anti-Iran demonstrations in U.S.

Bolivians reject junta rule
LA PAZ. — The Bolivian congress
yesterday refused to recognize the

military government of Col. Albrto
Natusch Busch and said only con-

gress has the legal right to select a
new national executive.
The congressional resolution

followed more than eight hours of
debate that ended any hope Natusch
had for his proposal to create a
three-person junta to rule the coun-
try until the inauguration of a new
civilian president next August,
following May 4 elections.

Congress saw the Natusch
proposal as an attempt to legitimize

his bloody 10-day regime that ended
Bolivia's first civilian constitutional

government in 15 years.
The congressional votes followed

news that Venezuela had followed a
U.S. lead and cut off its economic aid
to Bolivia in protest against the

coup. Venezuela suspended 544m.
economic aid to Bolivia, a well-'
informed Venezuelan diplomatic
source here said Friday.

A strike by tin miners also spells

impending economic doom for
Natusch's regime. Half of Bolivia's

export earnings come from tin, and
half of ail of Bolivia's export ear-
nings will be needed to cancel 5450m

.

In loans that are due beginning in

January.

Shortly after the congress voted to

reject Natusch, about 40 persons
gathered in the Plaza San Francisco
about five blocks from the presiden-
tial palace and shouted: "Natusch,
Murderer. Natusch, Murderer."
Policemen fired into the air and the

group dispersed rapidly. Bolivia Is

under a state of siege and a 1 to 5

a.m. curfew. IUPI, AP)

WASHINGTON. — A wave of anti-

Iranian feeling was sweeping the

U.S. over the weekend, with angry
Americans in several cities clashing
with Iranian students demonstrating
support for Ayatollah Ruholl&h
Khomeini.
In Los Angeles, some 150'

demonstrators, mostly Iranians
arrested for their own protection,

were being held by police yesterday
after police broke up a morning-long
clash between Iranians and
Americans angry about the situation

in Teheran. -

Among the counter-demonstrators

was Irv Rubin, the national director

of the Jewish Defence League, who
led the first assault of debris-

throwing and name-calling at a
group of Iranians demonstrating
support for Teheran students who
were holding the U.S. embassy In

Teheran with 60 hostages.

Placards attacking "Zionism"
were among those carried by the
demonstrators. The signs, in large

green and red letters, read "Zionism
— racism, hypocrisy, expan-
sionism ," and "Jews our brothers,
down with Zionism.”

At different times during the
course of their demonstration, the

demonstrators shouted' “Down with
Zionism." . .

“I've had enough of this nonsense
of people who are guests In our coun-
try treating us like unwelcome
guests in their country," said a Los
Angeles publisher who held up a
sign. "Give us our embassy back,"
across the street from the Iranian
demonstration. The clash between
the Iranian^ and the angry
Americans jammed traffic at Santa
Monica and Wilahire Boulevards,
•one of the busiest intersections in
normally sedate Beverly Hills. Signs
carried by demonstrators read
"Iranians drink oil.” “Iranians go
home,” and "Roast an Iranian for
Thanksgiving." An Iranian flag was
burned.
While congressional leaders called

for "cool heads," in Washington a
similar anti-Iran demonstration oc-
curred Friday when about 900
Iranians marching through the U.S.
capital were attacked by onlookers
hurling debris and abuse.
The Iranian students were cursed

and pelted with eggs by well-dressed
men and women who joined

youngsters in jeans who shouted in
unison "deportation, deportation,”
as members of the Moslem Students
Association carrying banners
proclaiming their love for Khomeini
and their hatred for the shah, march-
ed through the city. Three people
were arrested.
Washington Mayor Marion Barry

issued an order banning any further
parades in the city connected to the
Iranian situation, because there
were fears that more marches
planned by the Moslem student
g?oup might incite violence that
would complicate the negotiations
for the release of the 60 hostages In
Teheran.
Washington legislators who met

with Vice-President Walter Mondale
Friday echoed President Jimmy

\

Carter’s call for calm and restraint.
But several Republican con-
gressmen assailed Carter for his
"continued failure to act."
One legislator, Idaho Republican

George Hansenn, said Carter should
deport, or "take Into protective
custody," Iranian students in the
U.S., and sever trade and aide
relations with Iran. (UPI, AP,
Reuter)

The resolution did not name any
heads -of stale or government. But
speakers that have made economic
proposals to the assembly in the last

few months include President Jose
Lopez Portillo of Mexico, President

Fidel Castro .of.Cuba and Qiancellbr

Bruno Kraisky of Austria.

Lopez Portillo Oh September IT

predicted that the world would run

out of oil in the next few decadesand
called tor a world energy plan add
world energy Institute to conserve

the remaining OQ and smooth the

transition to other energy sources.

Castro, chairman of the Non-
Aligned Movement, called here on
October 12 for governments togetup
a |300fc fundto make gifts or loans to
underdeveloped countries at a rafe.of

at least 628b. a year for the bufldfag

of houses, schools, hospitals and fac-

tories; ' •.

Krelsky urged that; modern; inr

.
duatrfaUked countries, through
large-scale joint action, build com-
implication facUitle#, railroads and
other basic systems lor developing

countries through something ttkfrthe
Marshall Plan.
‘ The resolution In questionwas one
of seven that the ;AiwmJMy. approved

by general consent 'on tbs initiative at

the developing countrlM’Group of

77, now 116 strong. Indian Am-
bassadorBrajeshSOfera introduced

aU seven resolutions.

Talks open on world hunger
ROME (UPI). — Delegates from 146

nations met in Rome yesterday seek-

ing to avoid a world "catastrophe of

biblical proportions” with 1 billion

people living in hunger by. the year
.‘2000.

The 20th biannual conference of

the UN Food and Agriculture
Organization (FAO) opened with 1,-

500 delegates, including nearly 100

agriculture ministers, discussing the

difficulty of feeding the world's
future population without destroying

the environment
Reports presented to the con-

ference said the world's population

was growing at the rate of 100 mil lion

a year and would reach 6 billion by
the year 3000." ...

The world, must Increase Its

agriculture production by at least 60

per cent within 20 years or l billion

people will be. faced with starvation,

the delegates were told.

“The indifference of the majority

of industrialized nations to this

problem could provoke a
catastrophe of biblical proportions,'

'

one of the reports said.

Mother Teresa feted in India

Sukarno’s memory being rehabilitated
JAKARTA, Indonesia (AP) . — Nine
years after he died discredited and
under house arrest, the late presi-

dent Sukarno has been returned to

the ranks of Indonesian heroes.

Record crowds at the Jakarta
Cultural Centre thronged to a two-
week exhibit of Sukarno
memorabilia, which was opened by
Vice-President Adam Malik.
At least 150.000 people visited the

collection of paintings, ceramics,
oarvings and other items in the $72,-

580 show which ended in September.
The exhibit was the latest event in a
19-month campaign to polish Sukar~
no's image.

Sukarno, known to Indonesians as
Bung (brother) Karno. seemed of-

ficially forgotten and was rarely
mentioned favourably in official

circles after he died at 69 from a
kidney ailment. His reckless
economic policies brought the coun-
try to the brink of bankruptcy.
Admirers once, hailed- him -as- a

hero for his vision of a unified and in-

dependent Indonesia, his spellbin-
ding oratory and charismatic power
to away the masses. Opponents,
deplored his demagoguery, his
hedonistic lifestyle and his tilt

toward the now-banned Communist
Party.

White-coloured ties weaker
as South African talks fail

Iran students

This distinguished volume will

certainly become the classic work on
Jewish history, culture and religion

The Jews are one of the great enigmas of history. What makes them
unique? What has given them their resilience, their power of sur-

vival and their ability to adapt to radically new conditions without
losing their identity? What combination of religious faith, social

organization, intellectual toughness and poetic imagination con-

stitutes Jewishness?
The Jewish World approaches these questions in an entirely hovel

way. Eighteen eminent authorities survey Jewish history from its

beginnings down to the 20th century. They discuss its ‘outer*

history — the days before the Exile, Jewish life after the destruction
' of the Jewish state under Christianity and Islam and the appearance

of Zionism — and also its 'inner' history — the Bible, the Talmud,

Jewish philosophy and Hebrew poerry. There is a lavish use of il-

lustrations throughout all the sections with a large proportion in

colour — manuscript illuminations, liturgical objects of great

beauty, pictures and popular art of all kinds.

PRETORIA (AP). — Prime
Minister Pieter Botha clashed bitter-

ly with leaders of South Africa's
coloured community on Friday night
after failing to win their support for

his policies.

In an unusual step, an angry Botha
released the transcript o'f his
meeting with members of the
government-created coloured
Representative Council, which
groups major coloured political

bodies.
In one outburst, Botha declared:
“And now I want towarn you final-

ly. I say it again: one man one
vote is out in this country. That is.

never."
A "coloured" under South Africa's

race laws is a person of mixed
African and non-African blood.
About 2.4 million people fall under
tbat category. Like the 19 million
blacks and 765,000 Asians, they have
no political rights.

After the meeting, the leader of the
largest coloured party, the Rev.
Alan Hendrickse of the Labour Par-
ty, said coloured leaders had been
“Insulted, Intimidated and treated
like children" by Botha.
"The talks exposed Botha's at-

titude towards our people. He wants
to consult in his way. He Just wants
us to do everything he suggests, in-

stead of being prepared to negotiate
properly with us," Hendrickse said.

plot kidnapping
U.S. governor

An alliance between the 4.4 million,
"white minority and the’ "coloureds"

'

had been considered key to Botha’s
"total strategy” of blunting black
nationalist pressure on South Africa
by forging a union of the whites,
coloureds. Asians and middle-class,
urban blacks.

‘Die clash with theCRCwas widely
seen as the collapse of any hope
Botha, may have had for accom-
modation with the coloureds.

Coffee, tea—but not me!
UTRECHT, Netherlands (Reuter).
—-A Dutch woman tried to curb her
husband's sexual advances by slip-'

ping hormone tablets Into his coffee.

The husband only found out 12 years
later when his doctor noticed he bad
female breasts.

The case was reported by a sur-
geon in the Dutch medical magazine
“Medisch Contact" in a regular
column'called "Perils of Medical
Practice."

The man, then aged 60, consulted

the surgeon about soreness under the

armpits and asked about his breasts.

He said he had had them for at least

10 years.
The unnamed wife, who was with

her husband, then whispered to tbe
doctor that she had' been putting es-

trogen (female hormone) tablets in

his coffee for 12 years because she
wanted less sex than he did.

Her former family doctor later

told the surgeon he had prescribed
the tablets after she asked for help In

cooling her husband's ardour. The
article quoted the doctor as telling

her, "Put those in his coffee. That
will put a stop to It." It did not say If

'the treatment had been successful.

ST. PAUL, Minnesota (AP). — Four
Iranians and one Sudanese, all

students at Mankato State Universi-
ty, were arrested Friday on charges
of trying to kidnap Minnesota Gover-
nor Al Quie. police said.

Police Chief Richard Rowan Iden-
tified the five as Hormoz Asadl,
Feraldonoon Ghodooai, Moh&maad
Noori and Hady Heldary — all

Iranians — and Antoun Stamboulish
of Sudan.

. .Rowan said they were boqked by
St. Paul police on charges of con-
spiracy to commit Jddna*jpSig£'"Coi£*

aplracy to commit assault, and
possession of a pistol without a per-

mit.
Under Minnesota law, they can be

held for S6 hours excluding Sundays
and holidays before making a court
appearance.-
Rowan said the department had

received information "that there

_

might be an attempt to kidnap the'
governor.” - -

He said officers bad been tipped on
the description of a car that was to
have been used in the affair and they
spotted it near the governor's man-
sion on wide, tree-lined Summit
Avenue.
Rowan said two persons were

arrested in the car and three others
inside tbe mansion. He said two
shotguns and a handgun were taken
from the car at the time of arrests.

Police declined to say whether the
guns were loaded.The three arrested
inside the mansion, were not armed
and police said arrests were very
quiet and orderly.
About 200 students were In the

mansion at the time, attending a
reception for international students.

NEW DELHI (AP). — Mother
Teresa, India's "Saint of the
Gutters." had it all her own way on
Friday on a hectic visit to the capital

to receive congratulations from
government leaders, politicians and
diplomats on winning the 1979 Nobel
Peace Prize.
Foreign “Minister S.N. Mlshra ln-

' vlted the 89-year-old Roman Catholic
nun to lunch, then changed plans at
her request, instead, the minister
and Ms aides were coaxed by her
into distributing food at a home for
140 dying and destitute persons in the
slums of outer Delhi, one of 158 such

'

. centres operated by Mother Teresa’s
order to four continents.
Later, the "Living Saint,” as

.many call her, drew tearful, silence

followed by stormy applause at a Uft
conference promoting improved
status for women with a short, mov-
ing speech urging love for -aQ
humankind, particularly the poor
and helpless.

Mother Teresa, born to Yugoslavia
to Albanian parents, was named on

October 17 to receive the Nobel
Peace Prize, to recognition of hertto

years of service to tbe “poorest of

the poor.”

-rr

MX missile halt stymied by Senate
WASHINGTON (AP). — The U.S.
Senate easily killed an attempt Fri-
day to halt developing the MX
mobile missile that will be the
biggest weapon ever built for
America's nuclear arsenal.

'

At the same time, the Senate voted
’ 89' to D not. to "commit the U.S. to
Ato^jfithe'.webpaads- a-‘‘racetrack

1 ’

design to the states of Utah and
Nevada, as proposed by President
Carter.

Taken together, the votes mean
• there is a broad consensus in favour
of building the 96,000-kilo, 10-

warhead missile, bat not on the
launching system approved by tbe
president.
The Issues were part of a $131.7b.

- appropriation bill for the 1979/80

, fikqakxear that includes funds for an
military salaries and pensions,
weapons purchases, research,
operations and maintenance.

Japan coalition gov’t proposed
TOKYO (UPI). — Prime Minister
Masayoshi Ohira opened the second
phase of his party's Internal struggle
yesterday by proposing a' coalition
government with a moderate opposi-
tion group.
For the first time since his re-

election, Ohira 'admitted, at a
nationally televised news con-

ference. that he has been in contact

with the new Liberal Club, a splinter

group of the. governing Liberal
Democratic Party (LDP) created

three years ago.

Sirhan loses bid for shorter term
SAN FRANCISCO (AP). — Sirhan
Sirhan, originally sentenced to death
for the assassination of U.S. Senator
Robert Kennedy, has lost a bid to

have his prison sentence reduced.

court to eliminate 45 ftosths added
to his sentence because of

.

multiple
crimes involved 1$ the 1968 Los
Angeles hotel shotting that killed

Kennedy and founded several
others..

The high court denied SlrhanV
petition Friday. The community
release board has set May 1. 1985, as

the day Sirhan is eligible for parole.

Sirhan had asked the California
Supreme Court to reduce the 16-year
term that he must serve before he Is

eligible for parole. He also asked the

UEJEfl0 After the old men— who will rule the USSR?
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MOSCOW (UPI). — The Soviet
Union Is ruled by old men unwilling
to relinquish their awesome power
and mistrustful of younger, eager
heirs-apparent.
The conspicuous absence of

Premier Alexei Kosygin from last
week's Revolution Day parade, and
last month’s umpteenth rumour that
President Leonid Brezhnev had
died, focused attention on the
Kremlin gerontocracy and set
veteran observers once more to
asking: Who will lead the Soviet
Union in the last years of the 20th
century?
No one claims to have the answer,

least of all the members of the Com-
munist Party's reigning circle, the
Politburo.
Normally consisting of 15

members, death and indecision have
caused the number to dwindle to 13.

with no indication new members will

be named soon.

For admitting another man —
there has been only one woman
member — to the most elite club in
Russia means redividing power,
loyalties, cabals and, possibly,
changing the face and future ofCom-
munism.
Such decisions therefore are made

cautiously, and never fail to attract
world attention.

But eventually, time will force the
hand of the kingmakers. With one ex-
ception, all the Politburo members

are In their 60s and 70s. Their
average age is 68, the oldest mean in

memory.
Until 1977, the logical successor to

Brezhnev to the top job of Com-
munist Party first secretary was An-
drei Kirilenko. He is Brezhnev’s
senior by three months, but is

thought to be in much better health.

Brezhnev suffers from a variety of

diseases, Including a non-fat&l form
of leukemia.
But in October 1977, Brezhnev

engineered the election of silver-

haired Konstantin Chernenko, a
longtime protege from Brezhnev’s
salad days az party leader in
Moldavia to the 1950s. as a candidate
member of the Politburo.

Wednesday Kirilenko stood only one
spot away from Brezhnev atop
Lenin's tomb, next to revered party
ideologist Mikhail Suslov, who was
positioned where the absent Kosygin
should have been.
Chernenko, however, was at the

very end of the line of waving Polit-

buro members and was seen hardly
at all by the nationwide television

audience.
Such canny manoeuvring of would-

be heirs could well be a ploy by
Brezhnev and Kosygin to keep their
underlings from amassing too much
power until they decide to relinquish
their positions.

By November 1978, Chernenko was
a full, voting member — a spec-
tacularly quick jump through the
ranks that made some
Kremllnologlsts believe Brezhnev
was grooming him as a'replacement
instead of Kirilenko.
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Observers took special note of the
fact that it was the 68-year-old
Chernenko, not Kirilenko, who ac-
companied Brezhnev to the Vienna
signing of the S£LT n treaty.

It was also Chernenko who travell-

ed with the Soviet'president to Berlin
last month and received the order of
Karl Marx — the same one given to
Brezhnev.

But last week, there was a new
twist.

It was Kirilenko who delivered-the

"report to the nation" speech on the

eve of the Revolution Day parade.
And during the celebration last

Brezhnev surely has not forgotten
how he came to power 15 years ago

ousting his mentor and benefac-
tor, Nikita Khrushchev, from
leadership of the. party and installing

the methodical Kosygin as premier,
Khrushchev's other position.

It is likely that this same fear of
overthrow prevents other potential
heirs from receiving too much
limelight.

America’s top Kremllnologist,
Marshall Schulman, suggested last
week that ‘a collective leadership
would succeed Brezhnev, with the
strongest member, perhaps an out-
side “dark horse,” eventually taking
control of the party and governmen-
tal apparatus.
There are several possibilities:

• Yuri Andropov, 65, is considered
the

h
most Intelligent, suave and

sophisticated Politburo member;
but his job as chief of the dreaded
KGB secret police has probably ex-
cluded him as a candidate.
• Vladimir Shcherbltsky, at 61,
could live long enough to see tbe na-
tion through the 20th century; but his
experience is confined to the
Ukraine, where he runs the party.
• The only Politburo member under
60 is Grigory Romanov. But his
"youth" may hinder the 57-year-old
Leningrad party chief. Asked to
speculate on possible Soviet leaders
after Brezhnev and Kosygin, one
Western diplomat well tuned in. to
Politburo thinking said, "Romanov?
Why he's just a kid."

El Salvador leftists

will keep fighting
SAN SALVADOR (UPI). — A power
ful leftist group has vowed to fight El

Salvador's ruling junto with a series

of labour strikes and “popular
mobilizations."
The threat, made -on Friday by the-

10,000-member Popular- United Ac-

tion Front (FAFU), came four days

after the largest rival leftist group,

the Popular Revolutionary Bloc,

signed a truce-like agreement with

the 26-day-old junta.
"We will continue the fight with

strikes and, papular mobilization*."

Front leader Jose Ramos told a
crowd of 3,000 gathered at the

National University.
The moderate civilian.-military

junta took powerln a bloodless coop

on October 15 against the repress!?*
regime of President Carlos Humber-
to Romero.
-Ramos also attacked tbe Roman

Catholic Church as an "accompli#
of the junta," apparently referring to

Archbishop Oscar Romero, who
earlier on Friday said his life b»
been threatened by -fitftistS.
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THE SHOOTINa of South Korea's
Praeldent Park Chung-HaehM open*
ed up » guB of uncertainty at a very
deUoate time, for the relations of aO
the major powers to EastAsia are 'to

tf^ywlriat at iHWImW h-awritinn» .

Russia and China are flirting with
reconciliation, to the Moscow talks,

yet also preparing for' another proxy
military confrontation to Vietnam.
Japan’s 'slide towards a virtual
affiance with China has gathered
speed rapidly over the past year, hut
is still lefts than conclusive.

The U.S. commitment to defend
SouthKorea has also come into ques-
tion since President Carter’s election
promise to withdraw all the UJ.
ground troops there. During Us visit
to Seoul last June, he postponed any'
further withdrawals until 1981 after
receiving new evidence of North
Korean military expansion, but Ms
quick twor-step on the Issue mayhave
left lingering doubts about U.S.
determination to North Korea.
Korea is one of the mostImportant

places in world strategy. The penin-
sula has land borders with the most
heavily industrialized parts of China
and the Soviet Far Blast at its
northern end, while its southern end
comes within 150 kilometres of
Japan's main Island. Hair of all
Asia’s heavy Industry is to be found
within 780 kilometres of Korea, and
its three neighbours contain about
one-third, of the world's population.

*

SOUTH KOREA AFTER PARK
This vital strategic position ex-

plains why the Soviet Union and the
P-8, sot up rival regimes to their
respective zones of influence after
Korea was liberated from Japan In
1M5, ami why the continued striving
of the 62 million Koreans for national
reunification la so dangerous. North
and South Korea are still technically
at war, and despite the South's two-

- to-one population advantage, each
-side keeps about 800,000 men under
arms.-
The two Korean armies rank

and seventh to the world to size, and
the Communist North's Mg lead in
tanks and combat aircraft is largely.
counterbalanced by the 08,800 17.81
troops (equipped with tactical
nuclear weapons) in South Korea.
But politicalchaos In the Sooth could
create an irresistible temptation for
the North to attack.

.

' The last time the North tried to uni-
ty the country by military means,
almost 80 years ago, it caused the
biggest hot war of the Cold War era.
North Korea's leader,Kim U-Sung, la
still there three decades later, more
militant and megalomaniacal
ever. Moreover, benow has a special

reason for safafag any opportunity
that may present itself: It could be
his last chance for a military victory.
South Korea's economic miracle la

rapidly opening a gap between the
two halves of the country so wide that
soon the North will be unable to af-

ford to maintain its present level of
military superiority over the South

—

or even parity. Kim H-Suag is grow-
ing old, and it Is now or never.
Neither Moscow nor Peking would
approve of an attack an the South,
bat North Korea is nobody's satellite.

BO WHAT cure the prospects of
South Korea descending into chaos In
the coming weeksT

.
Much greater

than they would have been if Presi-
dentPark had died atany other time,
for during the past six months Park's
whole system of autocratic rule has .

been facing Its greatest domestic
challenge since 1971.

President Pax* was apparently
shot because of a long-standing
quarrel with his own intelligence
chief over the need to ease up an
domestic repression, rather than as
part of some wider plot linked to the
opposition or the North Koreans.

By GW1WNE DYER / London

Park Chimg-Hee

Nevertheless, now that toe strong
man who has ruled South Korea for
the past 18 years is gone, the opposi-
tion will push as hard as they can to
break the existing system before its
managers recover their balance.

A permanent successor to the
presidency must be chosen within 90
days, and almost certainly he will be
drawn from one of the rival factions
that jostled for influence around
Park. Leading “establishment” can-
didates include former Prime
Minister Kim Jong-Pil and the pre-
sent martial law commander.
General Chung Simg-Hua. But any
successor from Park’s entourage
will face fierce resistance from the
political opposition.

Labour turmoil in South Korea has
been on the rise since the beginning
of this year, stimulated by the
government's strict measures to
fight inflation which last year reach-
ed 80 per cent After May 80, when
the opposition New Democratic Par-
ty (NDP) chose the abrasive Kim
Young-Barn as its new leader, the
strikes and demonstrations took on
an explicitly political character.

And since August 11. when hun-
dreds of Park's riot police stormed
the opposition party's headquarters
In Seoul to break up a protest
meeting by women textile workers,
killing one and tending so more to
hospital, it has been all-out confron-
tation between theNDP and Park. In
mid-October Kim Young-Sam was
expelled from the National Assembly
for "defiling” President Park, and
all 89 opposition members resigned
in protest.

By October 20, serious student riots
had caused Pusan. South Korea's
second-largest city, to be placed un-
der strict martial law. The demands
for the repeal of the repressive
Yushln (“Revitalising Reform”)
constitution of 1972 and the restora-
tion of genuine democracy were
mounting on every side, and the
regime was clearly becoming
worried. And then Park was killed.

With Park at their head, the
military officers, technocrats and
businessmen who have run South
Korea's crash Industrialization
programme since Z9SZ could
probably have ridden out the storm.
Without him. It Is doubtful that they
can continue to Ignore the protests of

those who have taken the orders and
paid the cost of the “miracle,”
South Korea is probably headed

back to democracy. If the transition
is too turbulent, however, it could
also be beaded back to war.

CALIFORNIA has become the
promised land for Vietnam's boat
people. Already 120,000 Indo-Chinese
refugees have settled there, while
another 400,000 wait in hope in camps
throughout South-east Asia.
Resentment over this alien inva-

sion Is growing among residents of
the golden state, as' hundreds of new
arrivals / flow weekly Into Los
Angeles. /

“A lot of people are saying, 'Don't
give us your tired, your poor,
please,'" said a weary worker at one
of the several Human Services of-

fices handling the' flood. “We’ve got
too many already.”

,
AtSaon. every day, while It is still

dark, the queues begin to form out-
side. Human Services agencies
around the state. By 7 a.m„ when the
doors open, queues at offices in Los
Angeles stretch around the block.
The minimum wait, for suchitems os
food stamps, health benefits and
financial aid, la-four hours.
Babies squall and vomit. Withered

grandmothers dose In plastic chairs.
Thin girls in black cotton trousers

BOAT PEOPLE FACE U.S. BACKLASH
carry infants strapped to their backs.
Arguments break out. A babble of
Vietnameaerises from the hundreds
{who stand, lean, sleep and squat to
every corner, from dawn to dm*.

FOR THE newest Americans, the
long process begins at Travis Air
Force base, north of San Francisco,
-which has become a latter-day units

Island of the Weet. It Is a chilly, com-
fortless spot, but for the exhausted,
often sickly people who have paid in
gold for the privilege of spending
days in an open boat, never knowing

'

whether they would survive, it is —
as one put it —- “holy land."
Since the fall of South Vietnam to

1975, the U.S. has spent more than
,81b. to adopt and settle some 280,000
refugees, ranging from well-heeled
allies, such as former Premier
Nguyen Cao Ky (now the owner of a
flourishing Los Angeles liquor store)

to starving peasants who speak no
word of English.

THE ORIGINAL plan was to deposit
the newcomers In major cities
around the country, but there was
nothing’ to prevent them from mov-
ing to California. And they did, fin-

ding the-climate more congenial *n<^

job opportunities greater among the
state’s long-established Asian com-
munity.
Today, California has nearly five

times as many Indo-Chinese
residents as its nearest rival state,’

Texas.
While tire majority make the tran-

sition smoothly, lor it is a
bumpy ride. More than 40,000 are on
'California's welfare rolls, mostly In
the southern area. A survey In Long
Beach showed that about half the
Vietnamese between 21 and 40 were
unemployed. -

By WILLIAM SGOBIE
Los Angeles

The 1978-76 wave at refugees con-

sisted mainly of business people and
professionals who were accustomed
to American ways. This year's
hordes have included tens of
thousands of illiterate villagers.

Culture shock and worries over
relatives left behind often lead to

severe depression. Many have
serious medical problems.
The high incidence ofTB has caus-

ed Orange County — home of
Disneyland and ex-President
Richard Nixon— to establish a 8800 ,-

000 ffHnfn to handle the refugees'

health needs. The area is one erf the
few In the nation to experience an In-

crease. Instead of a decline, in TB.
Now Orange County la formulating a

tentative plan to cut Indo-Chinese
Immigration by so per cent.
Competition for jobs, and for

welfare funds, has caused a backlash
against the refugees, especially
among the Mexican-American com-
munity.
At times, It has flared into

violence. After a rock-throwing
melee with Chicanes in Denver,
Colorado, many Vietnamese tied
from a housing project to which they
had been sent by U.S. officials. An
American waa killed In a fight
between Vietnamese fishermen
locals In Texas and the refugees’
fishing boats were burned.
VIETNAM VETERANS have noisily

opposed aid to the newcomers.
California paid out 886m. in benefits
to refugees last financial year, and
will claim that sum back from the
federal government. “Why should .

our tax money be spent on people the

government asked us to kill a few
years ago?" asks one Irate veteran.
"Our economic troubles could turn

what Is now a local antipathy
towards the refugees Into a national
effort to curb their numbers,” says
Paula Fass, a University of Califor-
nia immigration expert.
Yet the antipathy, based largely on

language and social misunderstan-
dings, usually fades when people
meet face to face, says Fass.
Perhaps a more serious threat to

'the hopes of those waiting In the
camps is posed by an unlikely coali-
tion of pressure groups, right-wing
extremists, liberal environmen-
talists, labour unions, and black and
Chicano organizations, who, for
different reasons, oppose the rising
tide of immigration.
More than a million neoDle

will enter the U.S. this year, about
800,000 of them legally, bringing im-

migration to its highest level since
the early years of the century.
The Mexican and Aslan new-

comers tend to have large families.
"That means population growth,”,
says Stanford University author and
biologist Paul Ehrlich, “which is the
last thing the U.S. needs."

Ehrlich, a founder of the Zero
Population Growth (ZPG) move-
ment, will soon publish a book, “The
Golden Door," surveying the
dangers of immigration and calling
for a new, more restrictive, U.8.
policy towards the flood.

Many black and Hispanic leaden
agree with Ehrlich, tearing toe effect
on their communities' standing In the
economy and new burdens on the
welfare system.
But for the time being, the Carter

Administration is firmly committed
to giving succour to the boat people :

"We have a responsibility towards
them." says a State Department of-

ficial. “Many Americana today are
recalling what we failed to do to help
Jewish refugees In the Thirties."

(Observer Foreign Mews Service)
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.
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SIMHA DINITZ had a problem some time ago:
he was to play boat to Elizabeth Taylor In his

home and he needed urgently a lawn. Telling
some friends the problem, one of them propos-
ed that he call up the Nursery at Givat
Brenner, where they might solve his problem.
One telephone call solved his problem, and

his house had a beautiful green lawn for

Elizabeth Taylor.
This is one of the items in the Hish-Gan Ins-

tant Gardening concept, a new venture by
one of the country's veteran nurseries.

It was started 50 years ago as an
agricultural branch, selling its produce-
through Tnuva. Today, this nursery has such a
good reputation that it sells all its products on
its own.
About 50 per cent of its output goes to the

professional bodies, such as plant shops,
professional gardeners and institutions, and
the other 50 per cent to private persons.
Ruthy Agmon, the nursery’s manager told

The Jerusalem Post that the instant gardening
concept is Intended for the busy person who
wants a garden but doesn't have time to do the
gardening.
For .instance, someone wanting a lawn

comes to, the nursery and can choose today
from three types of lawns: Bermuda type call-

ed Santa Anna, or what the Israelis wrongly
call buffalo grass, the St. Augustine, and a
new type soon going on sale, Zoysia.
Buying instant lawn is rather like buying a

rug: you first choose the kind you want. It is

then cut for you, either in squares or in long
strips which are rolled up like carpet. Tou
take it home, lay it down where you want the
lawn to be, give it a good watering, and there
you have a green lawn. The price at the time of

writing, was IL35 per square metre.
The Santa Anna type of grass comes

originally from California, is smog resistant,

and can be trampled on, cars can even ride on
it. The nursery plans to sell it to sports
stadiums too. Its main weakness is that it does
not grow in the Bhade.
The St. Augustine grass is suitable for shady

and-is~available alscu-iru aidwari ver-

trion, Which .means the owner, lias'Jo.mow it

less.'

The Zoysia type is being developed now. ItB

advantage is that it grows very slowly.
Because of this. (N.B.. all you lazy gar-

Instant grass
After fast food, fast gardening is the new concept. Yitzhak Oked
visit Givat Brenner*s nursery, where greenery is a growing industry

.

deners) . it needs to be mowed only once eyery
five years! But because it takes much logger

to grow and prepare for the customer, its price
will be at least 50 per cent higher than other In-

stant grasses.
Also in the development stage are a number

of wild Israeli plants and flowers, which they

are trying to turn into household plants. Ruthy :

Agmon fears that the nursery will have a hard
j

time persuading Israelis to switch to tbti&e
|

plants, because the average* Israeli plantlotfer.

today is what she terms “European orien-

tated,” in his tastes.
’

77'.

She has been working in the horticultural .

field for 10 years, and claims that therehaa
been a mini revolution during that time as
more and more Israelis have begun taking'on -

interest in flowers and plants. '
j

Ruthy says that the city plant growers. &e
j

always looking for tall trees or plants so t&t :

they won’t have to see their neighbours. Those
that live in penthouses are looking for stroHg I

plants that can withstand heavy winds, free-
ing weather, and broiling sun. ?;&*'• a

The moshavniks usually buy in grea&r I

quantities, and unlike city dwellers, theytfo I

not like very tall plants — they are more 1

sociable and like to see their neighbours.
' ‘

The kibbutzniks have a much easier life —
the majority of them have a kibbutz gardfiHer '*

who helps them to plan the landscape next to f
the house, but recently more and more Irib- i

butzniks have become interested in garden- I

ing. l
The Arab sector has also started showingan J

interest. They like their flowers and planterto f
be of striking colours and with strong smelk. H
Jasmine is very popular with them. They §
favour fruit trees over ornamental trees, that §
do not give, fruit. |

In general, her clients come to the nursery 5
knowing exactly what they want, probably
because they have seen something they want
at a friend's or a neighbour's house. 3%e
nursery gives all its clients information on
how to replant the plants they buy, and what
treatment to give. They are also preparing
written InstruetJonsfn-Hebrew for eadfetjapco/
plant. -

Rates are fixed according to the nursery
association, and because of this their prices ;

are relatively higher than the smaller
nurseries that are not members.

Green
Thumbs
By Diana Lemer.
THEIR garden nursery in B'nal Zion
near Ranaana tells the story of two
elderly people, green thumbs on each
Hand, who in their old age had the
daring to start a business out of a
hobby — and are making a go of it.

The couple, Asher and Dagmar
Hand, opened their enterprise two
years ago when Asher, an
agronomist, was retired from the
Ministry of Agriculture. A semi-
invalid, he had been working In soil

facility there since a disabling acci-
dent forced him out of private prac-
tice.

Today, his wide range of house
plants and trees spread out in a cor-
ner of his 26-dunam orchard attracts
regular customers, who often come
just to wander around as if in a
botanical garden, and constantly dis-

cover new treasures there.
Organically grown as close to nature
as possible, their plants can easily be
cared for at home, Dagmar told me.

"It started more out of boredom
than anything else," Asher main-
tained. but as Dagmar put it: "Our
plants smile at us because we love
them."

Dig for Victory
Put a spade into your kid's hand, urges Judy Carr.

Photos: Mlilmsn

PARENTS complain that their kids
are out on the streets getting into
various forms of mischief... but sure-
ly any kid would agree that there are
pleasanter things to do than hang
around milk bars, kiosks, and the
various paraphernalia - of the
High St. One pleasanter form
of spending the time is gardening.
As a child, I early developed the

technique of reducing those around
me to nervous wrecks while
remaining perfectly cool myself.
Wise adults, in whose charge I was
placed for my family’s good, put me
out to gardening. They gave me a
plot about a metre and a half square,
to sow with radishes, a strawberry
plant, and a group of bluebells. When
one strawberry grew I triumphantly
ate It along with sugar and the top of
the milk.
Gardening is the perfeot way of

spending time for any child. Liberty
to get dirty just adds to the fun.
Results can be seen soon — and can
often be eaten. Gardening is never
boring.
Why are there not more Hebrew

books op gardening for children,
showing simple techniques and
tools? Why do not parks and
pleasure grounds include gardening
comers, where the ldds can have lit-

tle plots and come and grub in them
regularly, something like the British

allotments where families grew
vegetables and let off steam in their

leisure hours? If someone thought to

ask the kids, they would probably
prefer growing something green to

swinging away in a luna park or

listening to ear-busting entezlain>

ment.
Kibbutz and farm children have

these delights ready to hand.
Children in town have nothing but

the gardens of apartment blocks.

Those In the concrete jungles of the

slums grow up scarcely knowing
how a plant germinates or that fruit

comes off a tree. It Is surprising bow
little our city children know of

natural life.

It might be an idea to learn about
"the birds and the bees" from the

creatures themselves, not from text-

books. Call a spade a spade — and
put that spade in your kid’s band and
let him dig away his complexes and -

deprivations.
Not that I am certain that garden-

ing will automatically rid us of

delinquency, drug addiction and
prostitution... but Israel's leaders
have not yet thought up a better
cure. Until they do, as the British

used to say — "Dig for Victory!"

How much will

dental care i

cost you I

thisyear?
'

o
V

Hundreds of millions will be spent this year by Israelis

for dental care! How much will it cost you? We hope that

not too much. But... if you need dental care which might

hurt your purse as well, do remember: in "Kupat Holim

Meuhedet" you'll find the best dentists and the most

modern dental laboratories. The prices of the dental care,

in "Kupat Holim Meuhedet" are much lower.

Find out for yourself.

The center: 100 Arioso roff Street, Tel-Aviv.Tel: 233251.

HOUSE PLANTS
Decorative Plants for the Winter Season

our plants are grown, cared for

and sold with advice and ex-

planations in English at

MESHEKHAND NURSERIES
KFAR BNEI ZION, Tel. 052-26051

(6 km. north of Raanana Junction)

ADVERTISE BY MAIL!
No yvahkitgm Enel NotraveBingl

Just fill In the coupon below. Give your full home address: a P.O.B. address is not sufficient Post

this form, accompanied by a cheque, at least seven days prior to the requested date of publica-

tion. That's all there is to it! .

Rates Minimum weekday rate is IL1 88.00 for eight words: IL23.50 for each additional word. Minimum.

rate for Friday and holidays is 11268.80 for eight words: IL33.60 for each additional word. All rates in-
.

elude VAT.

-CUT ALONG DOTTED UNE — —— ———

—

PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK LETTERS
To The Jerusalem Post Classified Ads Dept. P.O.B. 81 . Jerusalem

Please insert the following classified advertisement

OPEN ALSO ON SHABBAT
If space above is insufficient, print text on separate sheat of paper.

THE TEXT BELOW IS NOT INCLUDED IN THE AD

—

The advertisement should appear..

Manufacturers and Service Companies —
Horticulture, Flowers, Decorative Plants

Wo are now sending out tenare. bwiUng you

to have your business represented In tha hortraHture guide

GREEN PAGES No.2

JOIN "KUPAT HOLIM MEUHEDET.1

m iio eubftthod and distributed throughout the country in March. 1980.

II you have not yet returned the order form. DO IT TODAY,

or contact us directly

Criivit. f.i-r- I ol . Tof 03 263378, Tel Aviv. P.O B 8092. and our reprosowdlive wiH cell on you.

Make sure you are represented in this important guide II . . •

II you would Iilia to recahra Green Guide No. 1 (irt Hebrew) write to the Above address, giving your

ilium: and attaching a cheque tor ILB5 (which Includes VAT AND postage) Tha Guide will

Im* vi. I in you liy Whim uf nosl

lit uipaii. hilt la limited Fust coroo. tost served

Number of IL23 50 per wo,d Uncludmy VATl

Number of time* Friday insertion .• . .... — • ,L33 60 n» worrt badudmti VAT)

(Mmumini charge including VAT) 8 words-ILT88 66 weekdays IL268 80 Fridays

Number of words - - — My cheque for IL....... Is enclosed

Address ......

TeL No— Signature ;

—

ALL ADVERTISEMENTS SHOULD BE TOSTEfi AT liAST 5^£W dAVS PfclORTO THE DATE Or PUBLICATION
The Jerusalem Posi reserves ihe right to refuse or postpone' pubfieanonot town: the leal of any advciiiMinuiii ami in

make necessary alterations without prior, notification lo the advertise!
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Hortidecor
Greer Fay Cashman learns about indoor

gardening. Photos: Dan Landau.
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YOU MAY not And hortidecor In
your dictionary, but you will find It in

your environment. It's growing:
rapidly all around you, but it's one of
those things of which you remain un-
aware unless you confront ithead on.

Hortidecor is a specialised profes-

sion which is Just coming into its own
In Israel. Li case you haven't guess-
ed, hortidecor is the art of planned.
Indoor gardening. (Hortus lo Latin
for garden).
There was a timewhen people with

enough money to pay for the
privilege, used to call in an interior
decorator to reflect their per-
sonalities in their homes. These
d&yB, the interior decorator tabes
care of the furniture and furnishings,
but the choice' and arrangement of
plants la left to the hortidecorator.
Some people who've been tending

their own begonias, cacti, boxwood
and other bouse plants for years,
may sneer at the thought of calling In
a specialist, but there are plenty of

others who've begun to realise that
they can't explore the aesthetic
potential of indoor plant life alone.
Many have only recently beien bitten

by the plant bug.
Among the specialists who help

them to develop a feeling for Indoor
plants Is a laughlng-eyed, blonde
Jerusalemite by the name of Tael
Kombor. A former nurse who turned
a hobby Into a profession, Yael has
been enamoured with plants since
she was a small child. That love
flourished a little more each year
when Tael's parents used to pack
her off to relatives In Haifa during
school vacations. “Like all good
yekkea," Yael recalled, “they had a
pot plant In every corner. I was
fascinated by the different blooms,
and I was so eager to learn
everything that I could about them,
that I devoured all the plant
literature I could find In Hebrew.
English and German.”
When she was working as a nurse,

she brought her plants with her,' and
tended them as lovingly as she tend-
ed her patients.
On a visit to New Orleans two

years age, Yael discovered plant
decor. "What I saw in public
buildings and private homes was
Just unbelievable,” she says. "There
were bo many beautiful and exotic
plants displayed In so many attrac-

tive ways, that I knew that I couldn't
leave New Orleans until I bad
grasped the ccmcept-and could bring
it back to Israel.”
She apprenticed herself to a New

Orleans horticultural establishment.
"In New Orleans, you oan’t get a
licence to operate that Hud of ven-
ture; unless you can prove that you
really know what you’re doing. For
me. It was the .best education
possible.”
Back home, without any plana to

make professional use of her talents,

she was talking one_day to
Jerusalem jeweller Michael

-
finde

who told her that If she had a
creative gift, she shouldn't waste it.

Still unsure of Herself, Yael was hesi-

tant. Then Ende asked her to re-

arrange his show-cases at the King
David Hotel, and shortly afterwards,
when he opened a restaurant across
the road from the hotel, be asked
Yael to take charge of the plant
decor. Encouraged, Yael accepted a
commission from a travel agency.
Then the hotel industry discovered
her — the Dan Hotel in Tel Aviv, the
Moriah hotels in Jerusalem and the
Dead Sea. and the Capital’s Plasa
and Kings hotels. It didn't take long
before apartment and villa dwellers
also begun asking her help.

She doesn't run her business in the
conventional sense of the word. “If
I'd wanted to simply sell pot plants
across the counter,” she said, "I
would have opened a shop. My aim is

to persuade people that indoor plants
are as integral as furniture.”
A visit to her Ba'aka. Jerusalem

home illustrates the point. Yael
receives guests in the attractive
glassed-in portico beyond the arbour
of her outdoor garden. Most of the

wall-space and some of the celling

are taken up by exotic tropical
plants. The effect Is soothing, attrac-

tive and uncommercial. There is

nothing to suggest that any of these
items are for sale.

Yael pours coffee and allows the

visitor to relax amid the troplcana.
“I can usually tell when a person
comes to see me what sort of plants
he or she likes,” she claims. "I try to
Imagine what sort of houses they live

in, and when I eventually get there, I

find that there isn't too much of a
gap between my imagination and
reality.”

‘

From a general viewpoint, men
prefer tree plants, while women go
in for creeping, small-leaved
clusters.

THERE ARE people who talk to

plants, and believe plants have
thoughts and feelings of their own.
Others would rather let them grow
as Mother Nature Intended them to,

with a tittle water and lots of light

and leave talklngto people, theysay.
At the Kacholl Plant Nursery In

Yoknejam, a development town
about 19'km. from Haifa, the recipe

includes both. Scores of thousands of

plants and shrubs of all possible

shapes and colours are kept in the

huge greenhouses under computer-
controlled heat, light and humidity.

Uttle happens outside that affects

them inside. But Ze’ev Kacholl
knows them all, and he can tell when
a particular plant blossoms and
when It breeds, where it came from
and what kind of customer will

probably buy It. He Is also the only

one who knows how many drops of

water are needed to keep each and
every one of his plants alive.

"After a lifetime with plants, I still

don’t know if they can think. But I

can tell of very strange things that

have happened. Countless times peo-
ple have bought from here the most
gorgeous plants, in full blossom, and
were back two or three weeks later

looking very sorry. ‘Zevi,’ they tell

me, 'my plant seems as though It has
lost Us will to live.' I take it back for.

Greenhouses in the North
Mary Hirschfield goes plant-hunting in Yokne'am.

a period of 'recovery' — usually 15

days — and then return it to the

owner, who can barely recognize bis

plant, by then fully restored to Its

original splendour.”

What happened? Ze'ev maintains
he still has not the_faintest Idea. In

many cases, he said, owners confess

to having left the plants In a corner,

barely setting eyes on them again.

Watering and care are usually left to

the children and maid who have little

— If any — knowledge of how, when
and where to do it. At the Kacholi

nursery, that does not happen, he
added. Each and every plant gets

personal, undivided (attention at

least once a day. "My brother and I

work from dawn to dusk to keep it

tike that, but it's worth every mo-
ment.

"House plants are the big fashion

how," Kacholl went on, "and there

'are nurseries and plant shops all

over the plate. People buy plants In

quantities, not one or two any more.

and they want to learn more about It.

TheReason, I believe, is that Hying to

larger'Housing complexes, they lose

contact with greenery and they miss
it."

Furthermore, plants are a cheap
way to fill a room (instead of conven-
tional furniture) and they last longer
than flowers now becoming In-

creasingly expensive. "Plant care Is

a wonderful occupational therapy.
We know a number of bereaved
families who got back their interest
in living things through plant care;
of ulcers cured after people started
taking an active interest in plants; of
brain-damaged children who started
smiling after they were taught the
basics of plant care. It is the most
relaxing hobby of them all.”

Ze’ev Kacholl 's almost unwrinkled
face, healthy tan and constant smile
help prove his point. He joined the
nursery his brother Yosef built dur-
ing the War of Independence days on
the road to Yokne'am. At first they
tried their hand with fruit trees and

flower growing, but that proved too

difficult.
_

"People thought that the soil near
Yokne'am was the best for farming)
because It Is dark and heavy. In fact,

the earth has proved too heavy, and
the climate too humid as it rains too
much here. It Is difficult to grow
anything which requires controlled
atmosphere conditions. So we turned
to house plants."

The Kacholl Nursery is the largest
in the North and among the best
known In the country. Its five

greenhouses spread over five

dunams. On Saturdays, people
sometimes have to wait for three or
four hours for their turn to enter the
greenhouses and choose their plants.

"Instead of having a showroom as
.everybody else, I made alleys all

along the houses, to let the people
walk in and see for themselves how
we keep the plants," Kacholi ex-

plained.
They also provide shoppers with a

leaflet of instructions on plant care:
"People want to know more. They
ask a lot of questions and usually
listen attentively. If you want your
house plants to look like showroom
samples, you have to put in a lot of

work."

Today Is edited by Joanna Yehicl.

SELLING THE ROLLS?
Buying a budgie?

Seeking a job?

Renting the shack?

You'll "close the deal" much quicker through the columns of

Hafuah He'adif, the Friday classified advertisement section

of Ma'ariv, Davar and The Jerusalem Post, the perfect trio.

Hand in your advertisement for Friday's. Haluah He'adif

before 7 p.m. on Wednesday to any advertising agency or to

any agent of Ma'ariv or Davar, and it will appear in Hebrew

in Ma'ariv and Davar, and in English in The Jerusalem Post.

"Close the deal" with Hafuah he'adif, the better-value-for-

money classified section.

People buying plants for the first

time worry about how much effort is

involved in maintaining them.
Different plants have different
needs, just like people. Yael believes
in people-plant communication.
When potential clients start talking
about what a burden it must be to

look after so many species. Yael
worries about "how the plants must
be feeling." She asserts that if one
has enough time to eat or to watch
television, one has enough time to

care for a plant as well.

Her son Elon, 7*£. has become so
attached to several plants "that he
spoils business for me." A client who
expresses interest in one of Elon's
favourites, is firmly told by the little

boy. "you can't have that one. It

belongs to the house."
Yael buys plants from Holland, the

garden bourse of the world. She
travels to Holland two or three times
a year to acquaint herself with a
wider variety' of plants end to learn
more about their core.

All the plants which she buys
abroad arrive In Israel In peak con-
dition, but after a short period In
people's homes, may start to develop
yellow spots on the leaves. "That's
no cause for concern," Yael assures
distraught clients. "The plant is

merely In shock aggravated by the

change of water. In Holland, it has
been nourished by purified water. In
Israel, there Is such a high mineral
content In the water, that it takes the
plant several weeks to acclimatise."

Yael visits all the plants after In-

sulting them in the new homes. “I
want to make sure that they're being
properly treated." she told me.
"Israelis tend to put all plants as
close to the sun as possible. Direct
sun is not good for plants, and there
are certain plants which suffer badly
when exposed to sunlight. It's also
important to keep plants within their

own families."

Yaei deplored the ‘ fact that so
many florists sell mixed tubs of cut-

tings of plants which have no
relationship to each other. "The
combined arrangement might look
lovely in the shop," she contended,
"but if you've got four or five

varieties, one of which needs a lot of
water, one of which needs minimum
moisture, one of which thrives in the
sun and one of which must be kept
out of the sun, at least two of the

plants will die very quickly."

Yacl's dream Is to open a nursery
with a coffee-house on the premises.
"To really appreciate plants," she
explained, "people have to be aware
of their scope. I want to decorate the
coffee shop with fully grown plants,

so that anyone who doesn’t know
very much about them can have an
indication of what to expect when
they buy a plantlet"
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You

can skip

'

the “after ,

shave”... /

mm

129—304 model In photo You shave each morning and want smooth, fresh akin.
But what about your lawn?
That too deserves a good shave, with a M.T.D. lawnmower.

,
^bst as in your perfect shave, this mower will
leave your lawn with green, fresh, neatly cut grass.

KAf7
intmua to me n.i.u, umunomr, your grass will grow
stronger.and spread out Into a foil, green covering.
And when the lawn has been perfectly shaven
with the Af.T.D. mower, you will be able to forego the

MADE IN U.S.A.

"after shave”...

For your selection: Mbwere, self-propelled mowers,
8 hp. cultivators. 5-18 hp. "tractors." Available at better
farm Implement shops.

N. Feldman and Son Ltd
Tel Aviv. 71/73 Rahov Giborei YIsrael Tel. 259177/8.

Haifa, 137 Rebov Yefo, TeL 528255/B/7/8.

Reportsuspicious objects
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CLASSIFIEDS
DEADLINES Jerusalem: Weekdays: 10 a.m. of day prior to publication. For Friday's
paper; 3 p.m. on Wednesday. For Sunday's paper: 3 p.m, on Thursday. Tel Aviv and
Haifa: Wednesdays and Friday: 13 noon two days prior to publication. For Sunday's
paper: 12 noon Thursday.

TELEVISION
18.32 Lassie
19.00 News and weekly magazine

Ada are accepted at all offices of The Jerusalem Post (for addresses see masthead on
back page) and at all recognized advertising agencies.

Weekday rates : Minimum charge of IUS8.00 for eight words : IL2S.80 for each additional
word. Friday and holiday eve rates; Minimum charge of IL268.80 for eight words;
IL33.60 for each additional word. All rates Include VAT.
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DWELLINGS
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TEL AVIV

FURCHASE/SALE

RENTAL. Luxurious penthouse, complete,
privacy, furnished, Ramat Aviv. TeL 03-

410861.

RENTAL. NEAR D1ZENGOFF square
(quiet). 3ta furnished, air-conditioning. Tel.
03-231833. 03-243413.

EXCLUSIVE LEATHER lounge suite

desede, for sale, owner leaving. Tel. 03.

722902.

SEGAL BUYS EVERYTHING. Televisions,

stereos, furniture, liquidations. Tel. 03-

838790. 03-863748.

EDUCATIONAL: 8.10 English 8. 8.30

Language and Communication 3-9.

9.00 English 8. 9. 20 Math/Geometry 6.

9.40 Programme for kindergarteners.
10.10 Literary selections. 10.30

Math/Geometry 6. 11.10
Algebra/Gcometry 8. 11.30
Geography 6. 12.00 English 9. 12.20

Literature 7-9. 12.40 Biology 9-10.

13.00 English 10. 13.30 History 14.00

This Is It- 13.00 Everyman’s Universi-

ty. 16.00 Tslpflput. 16.23 The story of

the Blacks (part three) 17.00 Open
Circle — education magazine
CHILDREN'S PROGMMES:
17.30 Animals, Animals, Animals — '

the frog and the toad
18.00 Noam's Store — new music

series hosted by Noam Tsur

HEBREW PROGRAMMES resume
at 20.00 with “Things aren'twhalthey '

used to be" — events aa seen by three
generations

20.30 All in the Family: End in Sight
20.35 "Stop" — weekly road safety
documentary spot
21.00 Mabat newsreel
21.35 Second Look News
background and analysis
22.00 Charlie's Angels: Angel in Love
22.55 Rum pole of the Bailey
23.45 News

SELLING UP: Household appliances and
furniture. Tel. 02-423979.

ARABIC-LANGUAGE programmes:
18.30 News roundup.

JORDAN TV (unofficial):

17.10 Cartoons. 17.30 French Hour.
18.30 (JTV3 only) The Incredible
Hulk. 19.00 News In French. 19.30
News in Hebrew. 19.45 Music Box.
20.30 Taxi. 21.10 The Voyage Of
Charles Darwin. 22.00 News in
English. 22.15 The New Avengers

NETANYA
SITUATIONS VACANT

NOBIL-GREENBERG RENTALS,
long/short term, furnished/unfurnished. 2

Ussishidn. Tel. 093-28730, 003-32998.

ON THE AIR
Second Programme

RAMAT GAN

ENGLISH SPEAKING ex-servicemen re-

quired for guard duties in Herzliya. Day and
night shifts. "Comfortable" job with good
pay. Hashmlra, 16 Rehov Shefer, Tel Aviv,
Tel. 03-694681.

RAMAT GAN. Rehov Lean, 84 luxurious,
spacious rooms, 9th floor, balconies, park-
ing. heating, telephone, extras, date of oc-
cupancy negotiable. XlOO.OOO. Tel. 03-726203.

EXPERIENCED COPY typist for figure

and tabulating work In English 8 a.m. -3.30

p.m. Insurance Company. No. 5388/8.

P.O.B. 1334, Tei Aviv.
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INSURANCE VEHICLES

BEFORE RENEWING household,
automobile Insurance, phone Goshen. Tel.

OS-717811, Jerusalem — 02-719176.

RENTING commercial and private cars.

Tel-Tours, Rehovot, Tel. 054-51462.

LANCIA 2000 HPE. 1977 , 40,000 km.,
passport to passport. Tei. 03-722902.

LESSONS THE ISRAEL ' "

IIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIM PHILHARMONIC
ORCHESTRA 'PRIVATE HEBREW lessons for beginners.

Tel. 02-413896, evenings.
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PERSONAL
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AMERICAN REFINED attractive lady
seeks tall, educated gentleman (8949).
Write LH71441 P.O.B. 81, Jerusalem.

dL THE ISRAEL
k SINFONIETTA
IS BEER SHEVA

I) MUSICAL DIRECTOR
MEN01 R0DAN

TEL AVIV7~
Mann Auditorium

at 5.00 p.m.
Tuesday, 13.11.79

YOUTH
CONCERT No. 1
DAVID SHALLON

conductor
JUNA DOKSHITZKY

piano
Programme

:

Beethoven: “Fidelio" Overture
Mendelssohn: Piano Concerto No. 1
Dvorak: Symphony No. 7,

movements 1, S, 4

12 Derech Hameshaiirerlin,
Beer-Sheva

Conductor:

CAMILLA KOLCffiNSKY

Soloists :

JACQUES and
YVONNE LASBY

"Structures Sonorea'

EDV GEV,
Eseo Music Centre

9.00 p.m.
, Monday, 18.1X.79

SUBSCRIPTION
CONCERT No. 1
JAMES De PRE1ST

conductor
SHLOMO MINTS

violin

Programme:
LEKEU: Adagio for Strings
Paganini: Violin Concerto No. 1

Beethoven: Symphony No. 6

First Programme
7.07 Morning Concert — Bach:
Brandenburg Concerto No. 3;
Moza rl : Pi ano Sonata. K.281;
Stamitz: Quartet op. 3. No. 4;
Respighi: Anadnatlno con varlazlonl
(Navarra 1 : Tchaikovsky: Waltz
from Swan Lake
8.05 (stereo): Rodrigo: Fantasy for

the Son of an Aristocrat (Galway);
Delius: Song: Mendelssohn: Trio In D
Minor; Bartok: Concerto for
Orchestra
10.05 Radio Story
10.16 Elementary School broadcasts
10.40 Education far All

11.15 Elementary School Broadcasts
11.35 Music from the Distant Past
12.05 (stereo): Boris Berman, Harp-
sichord — works by Gesualdo; Malec,
Couperin. Halffter. Soler. Berio and
Scarlatti
13.00 istereoi: Operatic Selections —
Mozart: Excerpts from Don Giovanni
(Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau. Birgit
Nielssen, Peter Schreler)
14.10 Children's programmes
18.25 Speaker's Podium
15.35 Notes on a new book
16.05 (slereo : Bach: St.Mark
PasHlon: Haydn: Mass No.9 in D
Minor. Nelacn Mass
20.30 1 stereo): Cham her Music — The
Jerusalem String Trio. Rima
Kamlnkovsky. violin; Yuval
Kaminkovsky. viola; Shmuel Magen,
cello— works by Bach. Mozart, Villa-

Lobos and Beethoven
22.30 Everyman's University
23.00 Aria da Capo (part three)
00.10 (stereo): Chamber Music —
Schubert: Quartets N0.6 and 7 in D
Major (Melos)

7.00 This morning — news magazine
8.10 Good Morning — songs, chat
12.05 Productive Pace
13.05 Midday news commentary
and music
14.10 It won't happen to me — road
safety broadcast
14.17 Stage and Screen — songs from
musicals
J3.05 Sephardi songs
16.10 Direct line — press conference
17.10 Thriller scries

18.05 Weekly cinema magazine
18.38 Sports magazine
18.48 Bible Reading — Joshua 18
19.00 Today — people and eventy in
the news
20.10 Middle East Crossroads —
political commentary (repeat)
21.05 Light music for wind ensembles

.

22.05 Quiz on Jewish history
23.05 Magazine on entertainment and
the arts

Army

Broadcasts la English
7.00 (Fourth. Fifth* *

14.00 (Fourth. Fifth) •

18.00 (Fourth! •

20.00 (Fourth)
22.00 (Fifth) •

00.30 (Fifth) *

• Fourth programme: 737 kHz.
Jerusalem area 674; central Israe
1025
Fifth programme; Short wave and
FM 88.2 MHz

6.30 University on the Air — Dr. Uri
Rap discusses the role of games (n
behavioural sciences
7.07 On Drivers and Traffic: reports
from police positions, features.
transportation, quizzes, tours of the
country
5.05 IDF morning newsreel.
9.05 Israeli Morning — two hours of
music, talks and news flashes with
Ell Ylsraeli
n.05 Favourites — familiar tunes and
skits

13.05 With Love — special regards
and surprises
14.05 Weekly Sports magazine
16.05 Golden Oldies
17.05 IDF Evening Newsreel
18.05 Environmental Magazine
19.05 All Together — for those young
In age and spirit — music, games,
fashion, anecdotes

. 21-00 Mabat — radio transmission:of -

the TV,newsreel -
21.35 University on the air (repeat)
22.05 Friends remember Chaim Weiz-
mann — repeat broadcast marking
the anniversary of his death
23.45 IDF Midnight newsreel
00.05 Night Birds — songs, chat with
Danny Karpel

CLAUDE LASBY and
8TANY-DAVID LASBY

Programme:
Lasry: “Moments”for “Struc-
tures Sonores” and Orchestra.
Gounod: Petite Symphonic.
Haydn: SymphonyNo. 101 in D,
“The Clock"

BEER-SHEVA:
SUBSCRIPTION
CONCERT No. 2

Conservatory Hall —
8.30 p.m.

TEL AVIV,
Mann Auditorium

8.30p.m.

SUBSCRIPTION
CONCERT No. 3
JAMES De PRE1ST

conductor
SHLOMO MENTZ

violin

Programme an in Ein Gev
Series l: Sunday, 18.11.79

Series 2: Tuesday, 20.11.79

Series 3: Wednesday, 21.11.79

Series 4: Thursday, 22.11.79

Series 5: Monday, 28.11.79

urgently requires

.Series 1

Series 2

Series 3

Series 4

Sat. 17.11.79

Sun. 18.11.79

Mon. 19.11.79

Tue. 20.11.79

ABAD:

15.11.79 at 8.80 p.m.

Matnas Auditorium

JERUSALEM,
Blnyenel Ha’ooma

8.30 p.m.
Sunday. 25.11.79

SUBSCRIPTION
CONCERT No. 3
JAMES De PRE3ST

conductor
SHLOMO MINIS

violin

Programme as in Ein Gev

I

NOTICE TO EIN GEV
SUBSCRIBERS:
There will be 8 Subscription!
Concerts this season on the follow-
ing dates:

1. Monday, 19.11.79

2. Wednesday, 30.1. SO

3. Monday, 14.4.80

1. TRANSLATORS
Hebrew/English

2. IBM Typists (English)

for approximately 4 hours every Thursday

afternoon, starting at 2 p.m.

Applicants please contact Meir Cohen
Tel. 02-528181

WHAT’S ON

JERUSALEM, 4, 8.4ft, 9

Eden; Rocky IF, 4, 7, 9; Edltum: Flic

on Voyou: RaMrah: Mean Dog Blues,
4. 7. 9; Israel Museum: All The
President's Men. 5, 7, 9; 20,000
Leagues Under the Sea, Mon, Thurs.

4; Kflr: Moments 4, 7, 9; Mitchell:

The Champ 6:45. 8;13. Wed. 4; Orgil:
The Frisco Kid; Orna: Main Event;
Ron: Who's Afraid of Virginia Wolf?

4, 7. B:l5; Orion: Alien; Semadar:
.The Young Lions 7, 9:15; Blnyenel

Hk'oodib; Unc Chante — L'Autre
Pas. 6:45, 9;

Nolle In this felon.« cMrged ^"o?t£
"

day costs IL1400 Including VAT. per monUi. Copy accept

Jerusalem Post and aU recognized advertising agents.

TEL AVIV, 4:30. 7:10. 9:39

Allcnby; The Champ; Bea-Ychuda:
the In-Laws; Chen: Flic ou Voyou;
Cinema One: Texas Detour; Cinema
Two: American Grafltti: Dekel: The

China Syndrome: 7. 9.30; Drive-In

Cinema: The Early Bird. 5.30: Foul
Play. 7.30. 9.30; Esther: Et La Ten-

dresse? ...Bordel! ; Ga&: Voices;

Gordon: Lost' and Found; Hod: Ftre
Power; Limor: The Class of Miss
MacMichael; Maxim: The Frisco

Kid; Ophlr: Killer Tnside Me;
Mograbi: The Deer Hunter 8, 8:30;

Orly: The Children of Sanchez;
Paris: The Rocky Horror Picture
Show; Peer: A Little Romance;
Ramat Aviv: A Different Story 7:15,

9:30. Tuca. 4:30; Sbahalf: The Magi-
cian of Lublin; 4:30. 7. 9:30; Studio:
Wife Mistress; Tofaelet: Days of
Heaven; Tel Arlri Alien; Tel Aviv
Mnwum: The Marriage of Marioa
Braun; Zafon: Momenta;

HAIFA, 4. 6:48, 9
Amphitheatre: The Killer Fish; Ar-
mon: The Magnificent 7, 4, 6:30. 9;

Aumon: Allen; Chen: They Called.

Him Bulldozer; Galor; Where Eagles
Dare 10. 2. 7; Sheba Baby, 12. 4. 9;

Miron: Bottoms Up: Moriah: The
Magician of Lublin 6:49. 9: Orah:
Moments; Ordan: Valentino; Orion:
Joy of Flying: Oriy: Deer Hunter 8;

Peer: The Champ 4. 8:30, 9: Bon:
Don’t Steal My Baby; Shavft: Wife
Mistress 6:45. 9:

RAMAT GAN, 7 >15. 9:90

Armon: Rocky II, 4, 7:18. 9:30;
Hadnr: Escape to Athena: Lily: The
Main Event; Oasis: Simple Story 4.

7:15, 9:30; Ordea: The Lacemaker;
Rama: Five Days From Home;
Ramat Gan: Lost and Found;

HOLON .

Mlgdal: Moonraker: 7:15, 9:15

HEBZLIYA
David: The Dog 4. 7. 9:30; TUeret:
High-Ballin'. 7:15, 9:15

PETAH TUVA
Shalom: Odds and Evens; 7:15. 9:30,

Sound of Music. Sun. Tues. Wed.
Thurs. 4:30

NETANYA
Esther: The Thirty Nine Steps; 4:30,

7. 9:18

The Ideal Hanukka Gift

for every age from Israel

Sabraman T-Shirts
Original 3-cotour Sabraman
T-shirts as worn by Uri Fink, creator of
Sabraman. Available in yaOow. blue,

white, beige. 11160 .

(including postage: U.S. S3. - Price in-

cludes postage for mailing abroad).

Please specify age and chest sin in cen-
timetres whan ordering.

Write to: Good Times Ltd.. P.O.B. 3676.
Jerusalem.

SPECIAL OFFER
For only IL180. you can get a T-Shirt
And Sabraman Comic Number 2
(For overseas: U S.S9. airmail included).

Tel Aviv bank requires

English/Hebrew
Typist (f)

for the foreign trade department
Working hours

:

8.00 a.m. — 3.30 p.m.

Please contact

Dalla, TeL 03-354118,

during morning hours.

TW0-IN-0NE CROSSWORD
— THE ISRAEL lNTEJBFAITH COMMITTEE —
THE UNITED CHRISTIAN COUNCIL IN ISRAEL

THE AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE — THE ISRAEL OFFICE
cordially Invite the public to a

Preparatory Seminar in English

CRYPTIC PUZZLE
ACROSS

3 A growing cause of pain? (5)
8 Am in a tug remodelled to

ftill scale (5)
10 Delius 'a wrong to spoon (5)
11 Cooker; talk? t3)

12 Turf Dot out for upsetting
Vi! (5)

13 Name the wrong sort an
wsamere t7>

15 Baek-flMft! (5)
18 Fib from a pupil, that Is (3)
IS node has to check out the

Che the same diagram for either the Cryptic er the Easy puzzle.

RELIGIOUS FREEDOM AND THE LAW
plant' (S>

51 Told within the family (7)
S3 Is the number that gives Che

answer! (4)

iS Animal employed In security
(4)

34 Goes past red, possibly (7)
£6 Rustic worker right in town

- (S»
59 Writer Of three bits of prose

( 3 )

31 Strange stokt tn material (.5)

32 The poet of Tofierno"? >7)

34 Has the knockout impact of
one vessel going into another
(5)

on Wednesday, November 14, at 8 p.m.
at the Hebrew Union College,

18 King David St., Jerusalem.

Chairman; Dr. H. KLINGHOFFER (Prof. Emeritus, Hebrew University)

Introductory lecture — Prof. HERBERTKERRIGAN (Edinburgh and the Univer-

sity of South California!

Discussants — Prof. YITZHAK ENGLARD (Faculty of Law, HebrewUniversity)
Dr. SHIMON SHETREET (Faculty of Law, Hebrew University)
Rev. HENRY C. KNIGHT (Consultant, United Christian Council)

Concluding remarks — Dr. M. BERNARD EESNIKOFF (Director. Israel office.

AJC)

EASY PUZZLE
ACROSS , DOWN

2 Revolve rapidly l Thin candle (5)

(5) X F&Hs (7)

8 Army officer (5) 4 Feminine
!• Type of duck (5) pronoun (4)

11 Baby food (3> 5 Cause <6>

IK Reverie (5) 6 Boundary (3)

13 Sides of the head 7 Snail coins (5>

«) 9 Conserve <8)

15 From that thne is Alternative routes
(5) (7)

18 mmdnated (3) 14 romr m
19 HBdt whisky <fl)

« ®
21 Nomadic Arab »7> 1* Not once (5)

22 Dnhflctofc -places 17 Finished (5)

*_ 19 Nipped (7)

M Farm vehicle <71 Concerning (5)

26 Speaks (6) 31 Beast (5)21 Beast (5)

29 Smoked meat (3) 23 Seconds (7)
31 In.that place (5) 24 Feet (6)
32 RcAles (7) 25 Faucet (32 RcAles (7)

34 Relaxed (5)
25 Faucet (3)

27 Prickle (5)
25 Sign of assent (3)1 28 Upright (3)
SR Pamphlet (5) 38 Snake (5>
37 River

'
animal (5) I 32 Churchman (4)

UP-TO-DATE Air-
conditioned cars of all

brands and sizes.

li toons 5£&;
3 ,

.5
, Sggg^a w ~

s ss sr&rtfiSw, »S3& •** ta

r-aacjrtaesi *

1 Cfcazucter who never put a *1 seitbaps flashy, 17. Oriv* ham*. 11, Sa-a-ttle. 19. _*? i^Yg8
-. vy Up-

ctearewc out (5) £ tST PHSM*- *»?*• 2b Aj
Ef-

^PrfgtftMe. as -

2 Hurries to jock a fellow' t7t 23 Letter to a. ghi Mocerataj fe^Snifci.%.S
h?mdinfc St

JFairhh female? (4) the stass (7) 4 __ cWnsm. a" (gSWiiaT 13:
Respected. 34.

5 The sort of stan In which 24 Ned's wrong to set Ted Lean-to. a?. Saa-r. 3ft. Ftoundan. Xt:

SR Knotting (5> | 33 Negative (3)

Solution

r**rnn female? (41 the stara (71 ^ , Croas-Ntu. 35, G-ontf-oia. 3ft. SwTwn w nSSraSiThe sort of ttoop In which 24 Ned's wrong to get Ted tun-io. 37. Soa-r. 3ft. Fioundan.
you can't win? r«j beaten (6) 3ft. Krn^ou. Oppre®or '

.5 . m nu«ni? m 39. Sandstone, •

6 DiaKkefl wild haste iai 25 Fishy ftktxnd? (3)
7 Assert many an intention? *7 Ray adds £50, -wo a

'5) 28 View taken or a u

DISCOUNT
<on the daily rate)

RENT-A-CAR

Free-of-Charge Service
To Your Hotel or Home.

Other rfi) . ... _ . DOWN.—1. Accented. 2, Enier-

ttteairfs A*itft*fc 2-.. **/ prising. 3, Essences. 4. Editor,tue gin znd abeva. A Cwnom-ilj.4, f Acclaim t. 9. Interested. 7,
J, , s._OMIHMi 1. Brava niwdf D d.p. It nil.9 its worn in person (3) Banks <5) .. ,

A-DVl-oo. s. off-«nd-ar. I. Brava
12 He thinks a doctor a mere 38 Wine for me and a medical i-t out. 7, Ralllra. ft. statuatta*. “• x

wS!£:
muddlcri (7 j man (5) ” Era-to. is. cn-u-il (rav.). 19. 15. Agents. 19 Use. 21. Resur-

14 Nothin-,' but half a pail of 32 Bruk off the «
fluid (3a 133 Lacks sound! (3)

RAMTOUR LTD.
Audieora. 39, Allowing. 30,

UnwoumL M. «nt!o! aeTciiV BmMLtL Levant. 33, Sun-
l-at. up. 34, Caress.

Jerusalem
MUSEUMS
Inraef Musetim, ExbibWoo: Team B.

Ladbhliwfel. 1989-1978. One-man. show by
Russian immigrant artist on the subject of

Odessa. From the Museum's' Collection:

jean Arp. Plaster casts, reliefs and sculp-

tures. Sam Francis, Pointings 1978-1878.

Yehoshua Ellraz. Use of fabric to make
flexible sculptural constructions. Tnvla

Katz, Works on Paper, 1968-1979. Mac
GuadaiUDe Posada fI8SM9U). Mexican
artist, doth Pictures by Tamar Eytaa.

The Maremont Collection of Pre-
Columbian Art: The Human Image. New
Buildings in Old Environments. BeodncL
Exhibit or the Month. Pottery vessels from
the Briskler Bequest. Greece. Cyprus and
Italy. 1st mill. B.C.E.

Colour at the Tooth Wing. Nash Old
Masters Gallery — Special Display

-

Neolithic Figarines from Shaar Hageten.

Statue of an Ibis, encasing a mummified
bird. Egypt, 8th century. B.C.E.
Rockefeller Museum: Exhibit of the

month: Basalt household deities from
ChalcoUthic sites onthe Golan Heights, 4th

mill. B.C.E. Rare bronze vessels from a
Persian period tomb, beg* 5th century

B.C.E. Special exhibition: Islamic Arts.

Visiting Hears: Sun., ^don., Wed., Thur.,

10-5. Tues., 4-10 p.m. Frl. and Sat.. 10-2.

Shrine of the Book: same an Museum, ex-

cept Tues., 10-10. Billy Rose Sculpture

Garden: same as Museum except Tues..20
a.m. until sunset. Rockefeller Museum :

Sun.-Thur., 10-3. Frl. and Sat., KN2. Free
guided loam In English at Israel Museum

:

Sun., Wed., Thur. ll a.m.. Hies., 4.30.

(Upper entrance hall).

EXHIBITIONS
Jerusalem Arts Lane — Kbntsat Hayotser
fopp. Jaffa Gate 1

.
Quality arts and crafts.

Ail media. Sec artiste at work. Open daily.

CONDUCTED TOURS
Hadassah Toon
1. Medical Centre, In tOzyat Hadassah.
Tours In English at 9. 10, U a-m. and 12

noon, leaving from the Kennedy Building.

Tour includes Chagall Windows. No
charge. On Friday tours begin at 8a.m. —
by appointment only. Tel. 410333 or 420271.

2. The Hadassah Synagogue — Chagall

Windows — open to the public from 1.30-

4.00 p.m. Sunday-Tharoday. Boses 19 and
27.

3. Ml. Scopus Hospital: Tours from 8.30 to

12.30 p.m. No charge. Buses 9 and 28. Tel.

8I8111.

4. Morning half-day tour of all Hadassah
projects. S3 per person towards transpor-

tation. By reservation only: TeL 416833 or

426271.

Hebrew University, tours in English at 9

and 11 a.m. from Administration Building.

Glvat Ram Campus. Buses 9 and 28.

Mount Scopus tours li.OO a.tn. from the

Reception Centre Administration
Building. Buses 9 and 28 to Goldsmith
Building stop. Further details: Tel. 382819.

Emmrah —'National Religious Women’s •

Organization, Tourist Centre, 26 Rehov
Bei^Mairaon. Tel. 02-662408, 630620, 811088.

American MIzraoM Women. Free Morning
Tours -• 19a Keren Hayesod Street.

Jerusalem. Tel. 232788.

miscellaneous
Plant B. Tree With yonr Own Hand* with

the Jewish National Fund and visit the

. famous Stalactite Cave every Sunday mor.

ning. For details and reservation* please

call: 08-8352S1. ext. 13 or 03-234449.

Jerusalem Biblical Zoo. SchneUer Wood,
Romoma. Tel. 814822. 7.80 a.m. — 7 p.m.

i'‘- a \\

Tel Aviv

MUSEUMS
Tel Aviv Museum, Sderot Shaol

Hamelech. Mahrovleh, retrospective.

Grigorievich Wcteberg, paintings, water-

colours , drawings. Christian Vogt,'

photographs. Helena Rubinstein Pavilion'

— "There is something tn It. after sil
M—

exhibition-workshop an buildings. 'In -Tel.

Aviv.
Visiting hours: Sun.-Tbur. 10 a.m.-lOpjn.

'

Fri. 10 a.m.2 p.m. Sat. 7-11 p.m.. Sat. mor-
ning, 10 a.m.-l p.m. Free. Helena Rubins-

tein Pavilion: Sun.-Thur. 9a.m.-l pin.'; 4*-

7 p.m. Fri. » a.m. -l p.m. Sat. dosed.

CONDUCTED TOURS
Emunah — National BeUgfoss Women.

186 Ibn GablrOl. Tel. 440318. 789942, 708440.

ORT Israel: For visits please contact:

ORT Tel Aviv. Tel. 233231, 775131: ORT
Jerusalem. Tel. 533141: ORT Netanya,

Tel. 33744. _
American MlxracM Women. Guest Tours

— Tel Aviv Tel. 220187. 243100.

Pioneer Women — Na’amoL Morning

tours. Call for reservations: Tel Aviv,

256098.

Plant a Tree with Your Own Honda, with

the Jewish National Fund every Tuesday
morning. For details and reservations enD
03-284449 or 02-838261, ext. 13.

* s 1

r* : r
*'

fi-
1

r9 _ r -
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'

MISCELLANEOUS
Hadassah Tourism Office, Room 804,

Sheraton Hotel, Tel. 03-289784.

Haifa
Haifa Museum of Ancient and Modern Art,

26 Shabtal Levy St., Tel. 523255-8, Nations!

Maritime, Tel. 536622. Illegal Immigra-
tion, Tel. 838249. Japanese Art, Tel. 83864.

Mane Katz, Tel. 83482. Dagon Grain.

Collection, Tel. 66422L Artiste' House, Tel.

522389.

MISCELLANEOUS
'Hadassah Tourism Office, Visit Ramat
Hadassah Szold. Phone 04-064878. 81218.

What’s On In Haifa, dial 640840.

Rehovot
The Wetsmaan Institute open to public

from 8.00 a.m. to 3.30 p.m. Visitors Invited

to see film on Institute's research ac-

tivities. shown regularly at 11.00 a.m. and

3.00 p.m. Friday 11.00 a.m. only.

Toon of the Welzmann House every half

hour from 9.00 a.m. to 3.30 pjm. and until

noon on Friday. Nominal fee for admission

to Welzmann House.

For Tours of the House please beak: TeL

054-83230. 054-83328.

GENERALASSISTANCE
I EMERGENCY
I PHARMACIES 1

FIRST AID

iJernsaiem: Central Bus Station, 234

frafo. 820190; Beith Hanlna, Beltb Hanlna
884680.

el Aviv: Beni. 174 DIzengoff, 222386.

felon: Naot Rahel, 36 Elat. 85151. Bat
Yam: Balfour. 90 Balfour, 883448. Ramat
Gan: Hen, 99 Jabotinsky, 794434.
Humana: Ahuza, 184 Ahuza, 91762.

;Netjuiya: Trufa. 2 Herzl. 28656. Rtshen:
HagdudiHalvrL.94388Sr 4

BWfa:iH^titJatHaxdta<j23i9aa-.^ .
•

Beersheba: Yana, 5 Bialik. 77557.

Magen David Adorn first aid centres 'are.

-open from 8 p.m. to 7 a-m. Emergency
-

.

home calls by doctors at fixed rates. Sick :t. . - , r

Fund members should enquire about' * J',

I rebate. .

.Phone numbers; Jerusalem, Tel Aviv. -
‘

: *'

Haifa — 101. Dan Region (Ramat Gan.
' *

Bnei Brak. Glvatayim. Kiryat Ono). — '

781111. 1 -•

Ashdod 22222 ,
Nazareth 54333

.

DUTY HOSPITALS

AShkelon 23333

Bat Yam 885858

Beersheba 7S333
Eilat 2333
Hadera 22333
Holon 803133
Nahariya 923333

Netanya 23333 — t ;
PetahTikva 912333 .f
Rehovot 054-51 333 '

- r
"—

RiahonLeZUon 942333 ~'.: _

Rated 30333
Tiberias 20111 --

Jerusalem: Hadassah (pediatrics,
[ophthalmology, E.N.T.I. Shaare Zedek
[(internal, obstetrics, surgery,
'orthopaedics!

.

SUNSET-SUNRISE

burgery). Sunset 16.44 ; Sunrise tomorrow 06.06

1 Haifa; Rambam.
"Eran” — Mental Health First Aid, Tel.
Jerusalem 669911, Tel Aviv 253311. Haifa
538888, Beersheba 33111. Netanya 35310.

POLICE

Monday answers to obstetrics,
gynaecological, sterility and family pfen-
ning problems, Tel. 02-633356.

Dial 100 In most parts of the country.' In

riberlas dial 924444. Kli-yaL Slunona 4044 (U

FLIGHTS
2205 El A1 532 Nairobi
2235 El Ai 316 London
2240 El A) 392 Lisbon. Marseille
2305 El AI 542 Athens

.Tftte xchvdnlc Is subject to change without
prior notice. Headers are advised to call

Bcv-Gurlon Airport Flight Information:
/HiTliwW 03-6S45U. 03-614BSS; (depar-
turesI phone around the clock 0SS7H6J-9-
X

SUNDAY
iARRIVALS
1215 THY 824 Istanbul
1340 Austrian 711 Vienna
1350 TWA 880 Kansas City. Chicago, New
York, Athens
1400 KLM 531 Amsterdam
1418 Sabcna 203 Brussels
1425 Alitalia 738 Rome
1438 Hapag Lloyd 71? Munich
1445 Airfrance 136 Paris
1450 Lufthansa 604 Frankfurt
1500 Aerotour 8500 Orly, Nice
1910 SAT 730 Frankfurt
1530 El AI 388 Rome
1540 TWA 800 Cleveland. New York. Paris
1550 HApag Lloyd 721 Munich
1600 Danair 5588 Berlin
1615 BAS 771 Copenhagen
1630 TWA 890 Washington, Paris. Rome
1655 Condor 3196 Munich
1725 Monarch 4112 Luton
1740 El AI 348 Zurich
1800 El AI 016 New York. London
1810 Swissair 332 Zurich
1830 Cyprair 30g Lamaca
1910 Olympic 301 Athens
1920 El AI 358 Frankfurt
1950 B. Air 576 London
2125 El Ai 324 Paris

DEPARTURES
0620 TWA 891 Rome, Paris, Washington
0650 El AI 391 Marseille, Lisbon
0700 Swissair 333 Zurich
0720 Lufthansa 607 Munich
0730 El AI 385 Rome
0750 Olympic 302 Athens
0820 El AI 347 Zurich
0850 B. Air 577 London
0900 El AI 015 London, New York
0910 TWA 881 Athens, New York. Detroit
0840 El A] 357 Frankfurt
1020 El AI 323 Paris
1040 El Ai 531 Nairobi
1100 El AI 313 London
1305 THY 828 Istanbul
1440 Austrian 712 Vienne
1530 Sabena 204 Brussels
1540 Alllalia 739 Rome
1550 Lufthansa 60S Frankfurt
1855 KLM 532 Amsterdam
1605 Acroiour 8501 Nice, Orly
1615 Airfrance 137 Paris
1826 Hapag Lloyd 718 Munich
1645 SAT 761 Frankfurt
1700 Danair 5589 Berlin
1720 Hapag Lloyd 722 Munich
ri730 SAS 772 Copenhagen
1745 Condor 3197 Munich
1800 El At 541 Athens
1835 Monarch 4113 Luton
1915 Cyprair 303 Lamaca

: Dflv

i

j'-ar-.-t . „

V[l

This flight information is supplied by thf V,
Em-Curioii International Airport Coar-

rfinufioN Centre. '-9L<> _

Jerusalem Municipality
requires

English Secretary/Typist
for fuJl-time position in Its Foreign Relations Bureau.
Grade; Yod-aleph — Yod-gimel on the unified scale.

For additional particulars please call: 232251, ext. 210 or 226259.

,, Administration
November 9, 1979 m

KEEP YOUR EYES OPEN! L6ara English and or Hebrew

SHORTHAND
quickly and with guaranteed success

_ »? Gregg" (Bor-Kama)
T.-A„ tt Welzmann Si., TeL 03-254826.
(In other locjilitieN — upoh requut)
Now ouunc starts November 15. 1979.
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S*3TA Mac upset: Netanya leads race
t 7.1M- By PAUL KOBN

Foot Bporta Reporter

,^EL AVIV, -r Aviv Bhlmehon
^brought off a shock 3-1 , away win
rover champion Tel Aviv Maccahi at
^Bloomfield Stadium yesterday,

V-!;
1

i
dropping last week's leader to 6th

’

-u-V "place In the National League.
h^Netanya Maccabi is the new^ l "leader, following a 2-0away win over
^iucklew Haifa Hapoel. But four
i-^rfeams are level on points at the top of

:

;
^he table, and two more are only one

behind. ' Netanya Maccabi
^ipeada Tel Aviv Hapoel, SMmshon

C -and Yehud Hapoel on goal average.
‘i; Tel Aviv Hapoel beat bottom-

'*
'placed Jaffa Maccabi by 1-0 at the

* latter's ground, while Yehud Hapoel
vbeat Bnei Yehuda by the same score
at home. Kfar Sava Hapoel .held
Jerusalem Betar to al-1 draw at the

y^YMCA stadium In the capital.
' i- But the win of the day'was notched

• iy Beersheba Hapoel, a 4-0 victor
over Petah TOcva. Maccabi in the

'

^AiNegev capital. It was Beersheba
‘‘j Hapoel** first win of the season.

; g.
cleaving only Jaffa Maccabi and

.O-iBaita Hapoel with no wins In seven
-i^’Seague games. . .

: Ramat Gan Hakoah returned to
Twinning- ways by beating Tel Aviv
Betar 2-1 In Givotayim; but Ramat

• *':~Gan’a. other first division club,
^ Ramat. Amldar. lost 0-1 away to

-Petah Tlkva Hapoel.
rr Jerusalem Hapoel surged to the

of the second division with a 1-0

win in Nazareth .against Upper
fc. Nazareth Hapoel, as last week's

T-
T,-ifIeader Lod Hapoel went down 0-1 In

Acre. Level with Jerusalem Hapoel
on paints Is Belt She’an Hapoel, a 2-0

j
winner at home over Tirat Carmel,

i
Bat Yam Hapoel scored its first win

of the season,
. after nine gomes,

beating Tiberias Hapoel 1-0 Rlshon
.
Lesion Hapoel scored a 4-0 win over
Belt Sbemeoh Hapoel.
Shimshon opened the game

against Tel AvivMacdabl with great
keenness, which tested the home
defence, playing without Avl
Yerushalmi. Gideon Damti'a
penetrating runs were particularly
troublesome, and it was hewho gave
Shimshon the lead In . the 40th
minute.
Early In the second half-Shimahon

led 2-0 after Damtl beat three
players . before being brought down
by defender Melr Nlmnl. David
Shiiklyan. made no mistake from the
penalty spot.

Only then did Maccabi start to
fight bock, and in fact controlled the
second half. In the 59th minute, Ben-
ny Tabak pulled back a goal after
Vicky Peretz'a shot was pushed out
by goalkeeper Yitzhak Balaish. But
further Maccabi attacks were
repulsed by a tightened- Shimshon
defence;

Beersheba was in a festive mood
last night, as Beersheba Hapoel
could have won Its game by double
the number of goals scored. All four
goals were netted In the first half,

and the Negev side was un-
recognizable from Its earlier games
-this season. Particularly Impressive
was the new Beersheba talent in
teenager Bill Weizm&n. In the 6th
minute, he opened the scoring,
Ya'acov Cohen netted the second
goal with a fine shot, and Shalom
Avitan added two goals In the 38th
and '44th minutes.

In -the second half, Avitan missed
with a penalty- and Meir Barad hit
the Petah Tlkva posts three times.

English soccer race tightens

las two league leaders lose
LONDON (API . — Phil Boyer scored
two goals yesterday as Southampton

‘ hammered European champion Not-
V’j? wnghiMw Forest 4-1 in a major upset
.'5 in the EngHah Soccer League first

: division.

u bo' League leader Manchester' United
also lost2-0to rival Manchester City,

|
but defending champion Liverpool
continued Us advance with a 4-1 win

i over Brighton and Hove Albion to
! move level with Nottingham in ee-
• cond place. .

* -At the end of the day, Manchester
ft Chitted held onto the lead -with 20Hjoints. Nottingham, Liverpool and
W~6£vBtaI~ Palace were close behind

. ^Nottingham, which won a Euro-

Rome^recenU^^craceded four

v -'goals' for the first time since retur-
|idng to the first division three years

;; j&go. Dave Watson headed the first In

^;[the 28th minute— his first goal since
- -

!
Joining- the club from Bremen In Ger-

.

•many this, month. Mlok fiiwiimn

.
jshot the.secpnd.

r ,'f. Gary B&rtfta. pulled one bOck^mr
% Sparest in the 56th minute,

-

but Phil

Jz Boyer came bade with a third for
Southampton a minute later. With, a

- .crowd of 22,072 at fever pitch. Boyer -

- .scored a fourth.
;

•

** Jlta Manchester, -Steve Coppell hit

—' tie post for United In the finithalf,

tad- Jimmy NlchoD missed another
5* c&aoce by blasting over the bar ear-

*

Jiyln the second half following a nils- -

Blake by.Tony Henry.:-.
_^rJust afterwards, in. the 54th
jintaute, Henry made amends by

scoring a fine goal which provided

JO the -victory in the annual clash
between the two neighbours.
'Kay Kennedy began Liverpool’s
massacre of Brighton with a 25-

metre shot Inthe 18th minute. Kenny
ri- Dalglish scored two fine goals in the

Becond half,' Derek Johnson added
^another and Ray Clarke.headed one

for Brighton.
Crystal Palace goalkeeper John

Burridge defied Arsenal with a str-

ing of fine saves in the second half.

.

The deciding goal in the 43rd minute
was 'an untidy affair. Dave
Swtadlehurst, standing in a crowded
goalmouth, deflected a shot by Peter
Nicholas Into the net.

Terry Yarath, former Leeds star,
- 'scored his first' goal for Tottenham
Hotspur with a 20-metre volley in the
30th minute. Glen Hoddlemade it 2-0

with a penalty.

Mick Ferguson, back to the Coven-
try team after missing eight games,
scored two goals, and his old partner
Ian Wallace got the third against
Leeds, which slumped to its fifth

defeat In six games. Goals by
Moreland and John Duncan gave
Derby its first

,
away win of the

season over Bristol City. ;

Craig Johnston scored two goals as
Middlesbrough won sway for .the
first time since the opening day of
the season. He beat off challenges by
two. players before scoring his first

to the 16th minute. His second was a
header from a corner in the 76th
minute.

“

Terry Hibbltt raced through to
,

shoot a fine goal In the 33rd minute
A»r Wolverhampton, and after that'

the Wolves packed their defence and
stopped everything' Stoke could
throw at them.
Martin Peters, England's 1966

World Cup star;, headed NorwichInto
the lead over West'Bromwich in the
seventh minute. John -Wile headed
WeatHromwlch .

level, and,the.home
team dominated the-second half, but,.

Bryan Robson got the winner for
’

Norwich. .
'

Ipswich end Aston Villa drew. (M).'
‘ Brighton’s situation is beginning'to
look hopeless, with only sevenpoints
from 14 games.. Above Brighton are
Bolton, nine points, Ipswich, 10, and
Everttm, Leeds and Derby, all with
12.

ENQurauisint
. Dtvtetoa Oik

Brighton 1, Liverpool 4;

Bristol City 0, Derby County 2

Coventry City S, Leeds United •
Crystal Palace 1, Arsenal •
Everton t, BflhfaBesbieagh *.

Ipswich Town I, Aston TOh •
Man. City t, Manchester U. 6;
Southampton t, Nottingham Parent 1
Stoke CSty 0, Wolverhampton x
Tottenham z, Bolton I .

West Brsowfeh Z, Norwich 1

DtvUen Two
Birmingham City 1, Ctamhrilgo O. 0
Fnlbnm L West Bam United 2
LektMter C4y 1, Boratojl
Luton Tom 1, Q- P. Bangers 1
Newcastle D. 1, Cardiff Cttyt
Notts County t, Preston N. Bad 1

Orient 3, Chrises 1
ghremhmy Town 1, Watftod.0
Swansea Otr 8, Sonderiand 1
Wrexham 1, Bristol Hovers Z

SCOTTISH LEAGUE
Premier Dlvhrisn

Aberdeen X, Morion S; Dander United 0,

CeBto l; Hibernian 1, Kflararasct I; Par-

tick Thistle t, Dundee I; SL Mirren *
Bangers 1.

.

" MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT
Ucesslng Branch

Driving Theory Examinations
at Petah TlkvaLicensing Office

From November 15, 1979, thefollowing changes will apply at

the above office : . .

a. Driving theory examinations will not be held on

b. driving
^

^
theory exarninations taHtebrew wfllbe-

beld every Monday and Wednesday, 4 — 6 p.m. only.

These whs wish to apply for a driving Hoenoe, and to be examined as

driving theory durlag msrsifig hsars, msy apply to tbs Holm1 tyoen-

fag office, s^Ldsy exoept Meuday

.

'
•' David YaUn

Director, Ucenstag Branch
Licensing Authority

-vfy .; gfogIAPWCALTOIJBS LTD.
J -- TeL tWWWt, *85880 :

loin our Safari in Kenya
ULIM — 18 day* to clAM

J®*®}®'
23.1.80 — *3 days to first class hotels.

23.1.80 -r- *3 days camping. ^
8-3-80 *• days to.first ctoS* hotels.

, . .- v .*

Fordetails, schedules auad
®fflce

- •' at 20 Behbv Shalom Alelchem, Tel Aviv.
^ _

Petah Tlkva Maccabi played keenly
and In sporting spirit, making the

.

Beersheba triumph even more
resounding.
In Kiryat Haim before 6,000,

NetanyaMaccabi took the lead after
12 minutes when Benny Lamm beat
goalkeeper Benny Weinberg directly

from a comer kick. Haifa Hapoel
.controlled the midfield for moat of
the game, but. badly lacked a
sharpshooter In front of goal. Its

most dangerous striker, Shalom
Schwarts did not play yesterday.
Oded Machnesa clinched the result

In a breakaway Netanya attack in
the 72nd minute.
Another team which had the edge

but name out a loser was Jaffa Mac-
cabi, which produced Its best foot-

ball this season. Ell Schechter miss-
ed from the penalty spot to the last

minute of the first half, when goalie
Arye Bejer&no saved his shot. Jaffa
Maccabi also had five glorious scor-
tog chances, but failed to net any of
them.
Tel Aviv Hapoel scored Its winner

in the 65th minute with an lft-metres

free kick by Rifat Turk. Turk has
become the dynamo of Tel Aviv
Hapoel, and David Poliakoff was
best in midfield. But the star of this-
match was Bejerano,
YIsrael S&ason "scored Yehud

Hapoel 's winner to the 53rd minute.
- A shot from 80 metres out by
Efralxn Yaiah put Hakoah into the

'lead Tel Aviv Betar in the

12th minute. Hakoah did most of the
attacking, but Moshe Romano levell-

ed for Betar in the 35th minute after

Hakoah's goalie Sbaul Ben-David
' failed to collect a simple shot

In the. second half, Moshe Yehlel
was brought on, though he earlier

claimed to be injured, and it was he
who scored Hakoah's winner seven
minutes before the end.
"Ylsrael Vogel put "Kfar Sava
Hapoel ahead in Jerusalem In the
22nd minute. Ell Mialy put Betar
level to the 35th minute, with a shot

that Avi Sasson should have saved.
Betar, without M&lmlllian, was
again far from at its best.

Petah Tlkva Hapoel notched its 1-0

win with a goal scored two minutes
before the end, a Zvi Shelnfeld

header.

SOCCER RESULTS
National League

WaMa Hapoel 0, Netanya Maccabi t

Yehod Hapoel U Bnel Yehuda 0
Jaffa Maccahi 0, Tel Aviv Hapoel 1 .

Petah Tlkva Hapoel 1, Burnt Amldar 0

.
Beenbeba Hep. 4, Petah Tlkva Mac. 0

Hakoah 2, Tel Aviv Betar 1

Tel Aviv MacoaM 1, Bhhnshaa 0

Jerusalem Betar 1, Kfar Sava Hap. 1

Second Division
Btabou Lutes Hap. 4, B. Shemeah Hap. 0
Upper Naaaretb Hap. A Jerusalem Rap. 1

Henttya Maccabi A Henliys Hoped 0
Bat Yam Hapoel L TTberiae Raped
Haifa Maccabi L Bamat Oan Hapoel ]
Hadera Hoped 1, Hotea Hapoel 1

Acre Hapoel 1, Led lbpeel 0
Belt She'an Hep. A Tlral Cbnnel Hap. 0

STANDING*
National League

— rw*. -. VJOL- -.G P
ITNetsoya Maccabi 4 2 1 14:0 10
2.TWAvivHapoel '421 7:1 10
S.Sbimahon - 4 2 1 12:0 ,10

4 2 1 9:2 10
0 > 1 5:2 0
412 12:10 0

<{m mm -
%

Kfar Sava goalie Avl 8assou successfully punches away ahead shot
taken from close range by Jerusalem's Ell Mialy. (Rabamim Israeli)

INTERNATIONAL TENNIS .

Naughty Connors reaches finals in Hongkong
HONGKONG (UPI). — A bad-
tempered Jimmy Connors struggled
to ‘beat Briton Buster Mottram
yesterday to set up a final against
fellow American Pat Dupre in the
575,000 Hongkong Tennis Classic.
Connors outlasted Mottram, the

No. 4 seed, 7-6, 6-4 in Bt semi-final

match disrupted when Connors
threatened to walk off the court over
a disputed call by a linesman.

In the other semi-final match,
third-seeded Dupre upset Roscoe
Tanner with some fine passing shots

to win 7-6, 6-1, taking the tiebreaker

8-6 .

Connors’ temper exploded In the
sixth game of the first set with Mot-
tram leading 4-8, when he was
slapped with a penalty point for

Solomon leads American winners in Sweden

1 . r
LTNetanya Maccabi 4 2 1 14:0
2. TU Aviv Hapoel 4 2 1 7:3

8. Shimshon - 4 2 1 12:0 ,

4.YehudHapoel 4 2 1 8:2
«. Kfar Sava Hapoel 8 0 1 5:2
8;TelAvhrMaccabi .412 12:10
7. Jerusalem Betar 15 1- 7:7

' A Petah Tlkva Hapoel 2 0 2 0:10

0. Hakoah 8 10 U:15
10: Petah Tlkva Mac. .2 8 2 3:8

21. TelAviv Betar 2 2 3' 8:8

12. RamatAmldar 2 14 7:8
1A Beersheba Hapoel 1 2 ,4 8:8
14. Bod Yehuda 1 2 4 0:0
10. Haifa Hapoel 0 4 8 4:12

18. Jaffa Maccabi 0 8 4 2:9

STOCKHOLM (AP). — Harold
Solomon wasn't supposed to do SO
well on the fast indoor surface. But
another easy straight set victory on
Friday put him to the quarters of a
tournament .where the serve and
volley are the name of the'game.

'

Solomon, 'a terror for most players
on slow courts, outplayed Swede Jan
Norback 6-2, 6-2from the back stripe,

Joining sfx other Americana in the
round of eight in the $210,600
Stockholm Open.
The tourney, played on an ex-

tremely fast surface built 45 years
ago, has always been a showpiece for
U.S. players, and there will be at
least three all-American semi-finals
thiif year.
John McEnroe, Brian Gottfried,

Gene Mayer, Tim Gulllkson, Peter
Fleming and Nick Saviano were the
other American third^round winners.

McEnroe toyed with Steve Docher-
ty, who has a tremendous first serve
but that's about all. The top-seeded
McEnroe won 6-1, 6-3 for his first

straight set triumph here, v
Gottfried, seeded -third,- advanced

with a 6-3, 7-5, win over Tom
Gulllkson and fourth-ranked Mayer
beat Mark Cox of Britain 6-4, 6-4.

Tim Gulllkson, a finalist against
McEnroe last year was involved In
one of the toughest matches of the
day. The right-handed half of the
Gulllkson twins edged Hank Pflster
7-6, 6-4, needing three match points
before bis fellow countryman finally
surrendered.

Wojtek Plbak of Poland was the
only non-American to gain the
quarters. He outlasted Vljay
Amritraj, the stylish Indian, 6-7, 6-1,

6-4.Par for the course

as Egyptian golfers Austin beats Evert to make finals in Germany

avoid Israelis
ATHENS (Itim). — A last-minute
schedule change prevented what
would have been the first-ever com-
petition between Israeli and Egyp-
tian athletes here yesterday.
The official reason for changing

the two countries' partners In the se-

cond round of the World Cup golf

tournament here was that an error
had been made to calculating earlier

results, which are used to set up
later matches. But the real reason
was apparently fears by the Egyp-
tian players that the proposed
partnership might give them
problems at home.

*

Instead. Israel played Singapore
and Egypt faced Switzerland.
After yesterday's third round of

the tournament, the U.S. team of

Hale Irwin and John Mahaffey held a
five-stroke lead over Taiwan, 434 to

489. Scotland was third with 440.

Israel's Nell Sbochet and Laurie
Been were in 43rd place in the field of

45 with a three-round total of 506.

GYMNASTICS. — Yohanan Moyal,
21, of Holon Hapoel yesterday
became national gymnastics cham-
pion by the narrowest of margins.
Moyal amassed 106.95 points,
beating Dr. Dov Lupl, 80, of Kibbutz
Sarid, with 106.85 points. Third was
Yehuda Bello, 20, of Holon Hapoel
with 94.90 points.

STUTTGART, West Germany CAP).
— Defending champion Tracy Austin
fought back from set point in the se-

cond set to beat veteran Chris Evert
Lloyd 6-3, 7-5 in the semi-finals of the
$100,000 Stuttgart Tennis Tourna-
ment yesterday and earn a berth to

tbe finals against Martina
Navratilova.

After losing tbe first set, Lloyd
moved to set point at 5-4 in the se-

cond. with a chance to even the
match- But the California teenager
broke Lloyd’s serve and reeled off

three straight games to take the
match.
In the other semi-final match,

.Navratilova had little trouble dispos-

Egyptian star takes,

all titles in Bahrain
BAHRAIN (Reuter). — Ismail el-

Shafei of Egypt beat Safed Meer of

Pakistan 6-4, 6-4 to win the singles ti-

tle to an international tennis tourna-
ment here on Friday.

Shafel and John Feaver of Britain

won the doubles finals, beating Roy
Emerson of Australia and Jonathan
Smith of Britain 4-6, 7-6, 7-5.

BOWLS. — Tbe women's bowls team
from Jersey,, in Britain’s Channel
Islands, is due here on Tuesday for a
fortnight’s visit arranged by the

Israel Women’s Bowls Association.
The tourists’ opening fixture is

against Savyon on Thursday,

tag of Mima Jausovec of Yugoslavia
7-5. 6-2.

. The finals were scheduled for to-

day.
Austin, who won a Porsche 924 at

the Filderst&dt Tennis Club outside
of- Stuttgart last year. Is trying to

repeat her feat for an even more
powerful 924 turbo-charged
speedster, supplied by the local
spenser this year.

Japan disinyites Israel

from karate tournament

making a rude remark to a
linesman. The linesman had made a
late "out” call on a serve by Con-
nors.
Connors headed for the exit to the

boos and whistles of the crowd, but
was restrained by officials and per-
suaded to return to the court and
resume play.
The three-time U.S. Open cham-

pion went on to win the set in a
tiebreaker 7-1.

In the second set. Connors'
powerful baseline strokes and
decisive play at the net kept Mot-
tram pinned to the baseline. Leading
5-4. he returned a blistering dbwn-
the-line forehand to break Mot-,
tram's service and take the set and
match.

By JACK LEON
Post Sports Reporter

TEL AVIV. — The long-standing In-

vitation to the Israel Karate Federa-
tion to take part In this month's se-

cond world full-contact karate cham-
pionships in Tokyo has been
withdrawn because ofArab pressure
on the Japanese organizing com-
mittee.

The IKF has therefore been forced
to cancel its plans for a six-man
team of black belt fighters to leave
next Saturday for the 74-nation meet,
federation president Dennis
Hanover told The Jerusalem Post
yesterday. Tbe Israelis have spent
the past year training five times a
week for the championships, which
take place In Tokyo from November
28 to 25.

The Foreign Ministry has been in-

formed of the situation and Is mak-
ing strong protests to the organizing
committee through Israel’s embassy
in the Japanese capital, Hanover
reported.
Cancellation of the two-year-old in-

vitation came last week to a letter to

the IKF from Mas Oyami, president
of the Kyokushinklkan International
Karale Association and chairman of
the organizing committee.
Oyami wrote: “I am under very

hard pressure from various overseas
and Japanese groups regarding
Israel's participation In the cham-
pionships. Much as I wanted Israel
to compete. I am now forced to ad-
mit that if Israel takes part, the tour-
nament will be destroyed. So I re-

quest you not to come this time, to

save the tournament.”
Hanover said that "quite obviously

Oyami was referring to Arab
pressure.” The IKF head pointed out
that tbe organizing committee's
president is Jordan's King Hussein,
and Prince Mohammed is Its
"honorary adviser."
The federation had until now en-

joyed close cooperation with the
committee, which was to have paid
the team's air fare from Europe to

Japan, as 'well as accommodation
and touring there. The Israelis were
to have paid all other expenses out of

their own pockets.
The squad, all sabras, comprised

Shmuel Berner (captain). Yoram

Yehezkel, Yoram Cohen, Boar
Avlram and Mickey Erez. with
Johannesburg-born former South
African judo champion Hanover as
manager-coach.
The IKF. set up in 1972, now has

25.000 affiliated members. It joined
the World Uni.cn of Karate
Organizations three years later.

In 1977. an Israeli team was ousted
from the aecond International
Karate Amateur Federation cham-
pionships in Tokyo, after they had
been Invited by the organizers and
gone to Japan at their own expense.

"Security problems" were, as usual,

given for Israel's expulsion.

Israel Olympic Committee presi-

dent Yitzhak Ofek yesterday charg-
ed Japan as being "the world's worst
offender when it comes to giving in

to Arab pressure against the
legitimate participation of Israeli

athletes in sports gatherings."
During the past two years or so,

the Japanese have refused to Invite
Israel to major International com-
petitions in soccer, athletics and
weightlifting, for what they called

"security reasons." But Ofek said
that "political and not security con-
siderations are the real reasons for
Japan's actions."
Meanwhile, a Palestinian team

last week took part In the Aslan
handball championships In Tokyo,
the first time that the Palestinians
have been represented to an official

Aslan championship event In any
sport. Ofek stated that the teams of
so-called Palestinians, now par-
ticipating increasingly In inter-

national sport, are usually Kuwaiti
citizens of Palestinian origin. (By
coincidence, to the handball meet,
Kuwait defeated Palestine in a

playoff for third place.) Israel is a
member of the European handball
grouping, and so was not Involved In

the Aslan championships.
To compensate the disappointed

Israeli team members, Hanover
reported, the IKF has accepted an
invitation to send the same fighters

to the U.S. shortly as guests of the
New York-based World Jewish
Karate Federation. The Israelis will

spend three weeks in America, com-
peting against both Jewish and non-
Jewish teams.

Heavyweight contender scores KO in 3
NEW YORK (API. — Gerry Cooney
pounded Dino Dennis' face into a
bloody mash, knocked him down and
stopped him In the third round Fri-

day night at Madison Square Garden
to earn a world heavyweight title

shot.
Cooney dropped Dennis with a left

hook In the third round. Dennis
struggled up at the count of five, but
referee Tony Perez took a long look
at the blood pouring from his nose
and facial cuts, and stopped the fight

at 1:14 of the round.- • i

Promoter Bob Arum had said
before the fight that Cooney, if he
won, would be a good opponent for
World Boxing Association champion
John Tate and that he would try to
set the fight for May.

Cooney does not like to be referred
to as a "white hope.” But the fact ia

he is a white fighter, and an un-
beaten one at that; and that com-
bination will make him an attractive
championship contender, at least

- -faroa’promot^*s standpoint.

Soviet outlifts former champion strongman
SALONIKA, Greece (Reuter). —
Gennadi Bessonov of the Soviet
'Union defeated reigning champion
Rolf Mliser of West Germany to the
midheavyweight (90-kg.) class of the
world weightlifting championships
here on Friday.

There was a tight battle to the
snatch. With Bessonov taking a 5-kg.
lead when he succeeded with 170 kg.
to Milser's 165. But the odds still

seemed stacked on Mliser, world
record-holder to the jerk.

After Bessonov had opened the
jerk with a good 210, Mliser shocked

his supporters by failing twice with
.212.5. With one attempt left, he
decided to settle for the silver medal
and called for the same weight
again.
After a hard struggle he succeed-

ed. But his two-llft total of 377.5 kg.
was 2.5 behind the Soviet athlete,
who already had 380 and two further
attempts left. Bessonov called for
215, trying to improve, but failed

twice. Walo Witold of Poland was a
surprise bronze medalist, totalling
362.5 to beat Hungary's Peter Bac-
zako, who also made the same total

but was the heavier man.

Haifa golfers dominate Caesarea tournament
CAESAREA. — Haifa golfers were
well represented among the best
rounds in the Alliance Stableford for
teams of four event here yesterday.
The winning foursome were Ivor

Bennet and' David Berkow, both of

Haifa, playing with Jeffrey Paradise
and Cellie MandeL with 87 points.

Three points behind were three

Haifa players, Solly Friedman, Vic-

tor Nitzchi and Eteris Yaron, and
Aharon Suissa of Or Aklva.

Architect Jack Stein of Herzliya
scored his first ever hole-in-one with

a 140-metre drive to the 8th bole.
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Humiliating America
NOT LONG before he stepped down as premier last week, tak-
ing his entire cabinet with him, Mehdi Bazargan acknowledged
in an interview that ultimate power in Iran rested with the

Moslem clergy, under the direction of Ayatollah Khomeini.
He described Khomeini as a “rough and primitive man,”

though also "a genius.”
That just about summed up the current situation in Iran. It

also explained in advance why the Teheran government had to

pass on the reins of formal power to the one body that could be
said to wield any real authority in the country, Khomeini’s
Revolutionary Council.
That Khomeini is a “genius" may well be granted, certainly

regarding his capacity to manipulate crowds of rough and
primitive men like himself.
For several decades these men (and women, although they

count for rather less) found themselves being dragged, kicking
and screaming, from the depths of the Middle Ages right into the

Modern Age. Now they are striking back, or sothey think, at the
man who did it to them.
The Shah's sins have been many and scarlet, including

massive unjust enrichment. But worse than any, in the eyes of his
countrymen (those among them, in any case, who are now in
control) has been his effort to remake Iran into a modem, in-

dustrial, secular state.
To prevent him from staging a comeback through his (fake,

they truly believe) hospital room in New York, they think
nothing of violating the most elementary norms of international
conduct. They just want the Shah back, safely dead in their own
hands.

In this they have the full blessing of the Ayatollah from Qom.
The seemingly unruly student mob that took over the U.S. embassy
in Teheran was in fact an arm of the revolutionary council. Its

action was not a passing whim, but on expression of calculated
policy. And the policy is also to rub American noses in the dirt,

for without the Americans, it Is thought, the Pahlavi dynasty
would long ago have vanished into thin air.

Facing a state ruled not by a responsible government but by
rampant madness, America is inevitably in a quandary. The
primary concern is of course the safety of the three score U.S.
hostages. Their rescue by means of an Entebbe-type operation
is clearly out of the question.
' The good old days are over when the U.S. could secure the

release of an American citizen jailed by a Barbary brigand
chief, by just waving the threat of force. Americans know this,

which is why criticism of President Carter's handling of the
situation has so far been fairly mute.
Republican presidential aspirant John Connally, it Is true,

putting aside for the moment his counsel of surrender to the oil

potentates, spoke bravely of no surrender. In the long run, of
course, America's salvation lies in freeing Itself from energy
dependence upon such countries as Iran.

Until the hostages are released, any reprisals are likely to
hurt the U.S. more than Iran. Newly announced presidential
candidate Edward Kennedy was careful to counsel none in
Boston the other day.
What the U.S. can do at this moment is to try to keep its digni-

ty by bringing various forms of diplomatic pressure to bear on
Khomeini. The UN, the VaticanandEuropean envoys have been
marshalled for this purpose. There is no surerway for America
to lose honour than to allow the hypocrite friend of Ayatollah
Khomeini, FLO chief Arafat, to “mediate” the release of the
hostages — and thus in one stroke obtain the legitimacy he has
been hankering for. Then nothing it would do, after this crisis
has passed, could restore the national honour.

POSTSCRIPTS

A READER in Jerusalem says the
“the High Court of Justice's ruling

that the term *Yekke“ is not
derogatory calls for supplement.
"The Jewish Encyclopaedia,

published in Berlin In 1930. states on
page 635, vol. IV, under the caption.

Eastern and Western Jews: 'Until

this day the Jews from the West are
being characterised by the Eastern
Jews with the expression Yekkes —
conveying: derogation.
“During my stay in this country

for 45 years I have never experienc-

ed that those who spoke to or of a
Jew from a German-speaking coun-
try as a Yekke, wanted to express
affection or respect. Whenever it

was explained what Yekke means,
people apologized. I believe that the

said quotation comes close to the

facts as they are and one should be
ashamed to call a judge — or
anybody else — of any origin by
stating the place of his birth in order
to convey respect.

“Nobody should be blamed or
blessed for his country of birth."

S.M.

Arabists oyer the past half-century,
with barbs constantly aimed against
Richard Aldington's debunking
biography, which indicates the web
of lies that Lawrence and his clique
wove into the legend. The radio
programme's author — none other
than Sir Anthony Nutting, one of the
arch-Arabists of the British
Establishment. The supposedly fac-
tual history mentioned nothing of the
Balfour Declaration, and ignored the
presence of Jews and other non-
Moslem Arabs in the area at the
time. M.S.

DID YOU KNOW that Palestine

was handed over to World Jewry for

colonization in 1918 as part of “a
comprehensive betrayal of the Arab
Revolt"? This rewrite Job on history

was broadcast recently by the BBC
World Service in a two-part
dramatized version of T.E.
Lawrence's life story. The show was
entitled “Prince of Arabia." and
emerged as a passionate derence of

the Lawrence myth so carefully

fostered by the Foreign Office

RECOMMENDED

GIFT BOOKS

THE TIMES
CONCISE ATLAS OF THE
WORLD
(Times Books)
tutankhamun
His tomb and its treasures

(The Metropolitan Museum)
PRIMITIVE ART
Pre-Columbian/North
American Indian African/

Oceanic (Abrams)
All Colour Guide to

ANCIENT MYTHOLOGY
(Galley Press)

A CENTURY OF
AMERICAN
ILLUSTRATION
(The Brooklyn Museum)
PAUL DAVIS
POSTERS and PAINTINGS
(a Dutton Paperback)

E.G. OF HAIFA sends this touching

tale: “My work consists In visiting

customers all over the country, and
hence involves much travelling.

Nevertheless, owing to a difference

of opinion with my employer as to

who should provide the means of

transport, until recently I was com-
pelled to perform this task without

the benefit of a car. There was. of

course, always the possibility of us-

ing taxis, but I made a point of using

these as little as possible, regarding

it as a challenge to reach my destina-

tion by any other means.
"Thus, when visiting customers in

the north, I went by bus to Naharlya
and from there hired a bicycle. A
certain moshav in the Naha! Soreq
region was reached by taking the

Jerusalem train and walking 20

minutes from the nearest station.

Occasionally I would reach my
destination without any Idea how to

return. Sometimes fortune smiled In

the form of a lift on a motorcycle, or
' in the back of a workers' truck.

“However, the most Illustrious

arrival I remember was in Sderot.

On getting off the bus I saw on old

horse and cart transporting Alle

Sachen. On asking the purveyor how
to reach my destination, he offered

to take me there for a small fee.

Thus the representative of Company
X, a firm of not inconsiderable size

or renown, arrived for his service

visit by horse and cart.

"All this has now changed. Like all

respectable representatives I now
arrive in my Fiat 124, all proper and
correct. Still, I sometimes pine for

more leisurely -days, when I had to

use ingenuity to reach my destina-

tion and could see what was going on

around me, instead of concentrating

on staying alive In modem traffic.”

AVAILABLE AT

SECURITY EQUIPMENT Ltd.

Marketers of products

by Magcn Goldman Ltd.

Opening offer:

Household Bftfuj. steel strong-boxes,

fireproof cupboards, special safes for

diamond merchants. Special conditions

and prices.

i/Steimatzky’s
Details from Security Equipment Ltd.

0 Rehov Ibn GuMrol, Tel Aviv.

Trl. 244093.

THE GATHERING
IN A LECTURE delivered a fort-

night ago under the auspices of the

Middle East department of the

University of Pennsylvania, the

Egyptian Ambassador to the U.S. ex-

pressed some interesting Ideas about
the Israeil-Egyptlan peace treaty.

Bearing in mind that professional

'

diplomats In general, and those who
represent totalitarian regimes such
as Egypt In particular, do not Indulge
in personal speculations, the Egyp-
tian ambassador's views carry
special weight.

The really tough part of the autonomy talks is yet to come,

writes MOSHE SHARON.

The ambassador told his audience
that President Sadat isnowfollowing

a rather mild policy towards Israel

as far as a settlement In the West
Bank is concerned. Sadat, he said, Is

waiting for January 1980. when the
Egyptian Army will be In full com-
mand of the strategic passes In Sinai,

foilbwing their total evacuation by
Israel. The Israel Defence Forces
remaining in the rest of Sinai will

then be in an Inferior strategic situa-

tion, and at that point, he said.

Sadat's policy toward Israel, both In

tone and in action, will become rigid.

Egypt will then press for an Arab-
style settlement in the West Bank
and will expect the full backing of the
U.S.

Meanwhile, every stage of the so-

called “normalization" of relations

with Israel is dragged out and made
into a major Issue. Beyond the pre-
planned visits of certain Israelis,

whom the Egyptians think they can
win over, very few Israelis have been
allowed into Egypt, and the passport
control authorities at the Egyptian
international airports showed no
good will towards a small group of

Israelis who landed in Egypt without
proper visas.

planned to become involved In the

details of the settlement of the

Palestinian problem and be
repeatedly said that this problem in-

cluding its territorial-aspects, should

he discussed with the Jordaniansand
the Palestinians. He does not repre-

sent them, he' said, and could not

speak in their name. But, he added,

he wanted to continue leading the

Arab world and Mr. Begin should be
interested In that, too.

From their side, only a few official

and semi-official Egyptians have
appeared in this country, mainly to

perform specific missions — polite,

strict, official.

The fact that this forecast of the
Egyptian strategy was uttered
publicly (the ambassador must have
assumed that his audience was not
particularly sympathetic to Israel) is

alarming but not surprising. The ex-

tremely mild reactions of the Egyp-
tians to the settlement issue in

Judaea and Samaria Is very
suspicious.

Even from the point of view of the
Inter-Arab relations, one would ex-

pect the Egyptians to have made
more noise about the Israeli
settlements In the territories. But the

Egyptian President seems to be
holding back his fire until he has
most of the cards in his hands.

IT IS therefore to be expected that

the really tough part ofthe autonomy
talks is yet to come. That Is why It

now appears as If the Egyptians
agree with the Israelis that the issues
of the autonomy should not be pushed
too rapidly. Both delegations are up-
set with the U.S. which la trying to

press for more “concrete” progress
In the talks. But there Is a logical ex-
planation for this apparent Egyptlan-
Israell “agreement” — Sadat does
not want to awaken too many Israeli

suspicions before he has a con-
siderable part of Sinai In his hands.

AT THE TIME, the prime minister

emphatically rejected the Idea of a
declaration on Palestinian rights

that would satisfy the Egyptians —
without involving them too closely in

the Implementation of those rights.

The Palestinian question could then

have become a separate issue
between Israel and Jordan or Israel

and the Palestinians, as It should

have been.

The autonomy plan has been a god-
send for Sadat. When it .was first

suggested to him he was rather slow
to comprehend Its far-reaching
significance, particularly in view of
his interest in being leader of the
Arab world.
At the Ismalliya summit in

December 1977, he wanted an Israeli
declaration recognizing the principle
of self-determination to the
Palestinians. He neither wanted nor

Instead, the Israeli government In-

sisted on the autonomy plan. It did

not take the Egyptians long to un-

derstand that this plan provided
them with a great opportunity. For,
instead of showing only symbolic In-

terest In the Palestinian problem,
they were to become chief par-
ticipants In Its solution.

Moreover, at Camp David and In

the peace treaty, they succeeded in

squeezing out of Israel a recognition
of the national rights of the
Palestinians, an achievement which
they could not have thought possible
in Ismalliya.

This de facto linkage contains one

tremendous advantage for the Egyp-

tians, and it Is amusing that the

Israeli negotiating team .allowed

them to have it, or rather offered Itto

them: The Egyptian advantage

stems from the fact that Steal 1* to be

completely handed over to the Egyp-

tians three years after the ratifica-

tion of the treaty, whereas the "final

status" of Judea and Samaria is to be

decided five years after the ratifica-

tion of the treaty.

This xrfeans that at the final and

most crucial stages of the discussion

over the eastern and most sensitive

frontier of Israel, the Egyptians will

be in excellent bargaining position.

Hiving already acquired all at Sinai,

they will have nothing to lose.

Whether the autonomy Is established

or not, they will have at least two

years to harass Israel diplomatical-

ly, while their army takes up position

on Hib southern border of pre-1987
Israel.
Thin La the scenario that emerges

when one examines the autonomy af-

fair In the context of the future

IsraeU-Egyptian relations. But what
about the effect on Israel Itself?

Israel in the. most-frying time fo

history in order to create and wutchv
over the-autonomous authority. -

Israel, which la. already choking

t

with social, economic, educational*

and housing problems, will have to

suffer farther neglect while- its!!:

leaden focus their attention on the

many problems that will arise daily •

- on both the local and international -

scene te relation to the autonomy.:

.Egypt, and probably other Arab

;

states, too, will naturally meddle in
j

the internal problems of Israel under t

the pretext of the autonomy ail
;

' fids without consideration ofthe very

;

real possibility that the autonomous
*

region will become a.FLQ base from!
the dayoflte establishment. -.-

x

But most important of all is the
fact that Israel was manoeuvred
into a position in which the future of
the whole peace treaty became link-

ed to the solution of the Palestinian
problem In the West Bank. -

ALREADY,, after 12 years of Israeli

rule in the territories, it seems that

Israel's political leadership has lost

sight of the country’s main problems.
An Immense amount of national
energy la Invested In devising all

kinds of political exercises to keep
the territories without actually lor-

dingover their inhabitants. When the

autonomy plan is put into effect,

after it undergoes American and
Egyptian modifications, the situation

will be even worse.
A greater quantity of national

energy will then be drawn out of

WINDS OF CHANGE
To theEditorofThe Jerusalem Post

Sir, — Philip GUlon's article.
"Standards ofJudgement" (October
24), seems to overlook the fact that,

in the 30 years since be left South
Africa, winds of change have swept
through many parts of the world. For
instance, here in Israel, things have
changed very much for the better as
far as our economic standard of liv-

ing is concerned, whilst our moral
standards have slid downhill to an
unpleasant degree.
During the same period, South

Africa has also made impressive
economic gains, but this has been ac-
companied by progress on the moral
front towards liberalization. Educa-
tion, sport and medical services are
but a few areas In which tangible,
nay even tremendous. Improvement
has occurred. How about a little

recognition of these achievements?
Perhaps a visit to South Africa

might clear the cobwebs of 30 years
and replace preconceived ideas with
fresh thinking— this is one of the In-

gredients of progress.
DA V2D EIDELMAN

Ramat Haabaron. ,

CRITICISM OF
COURT’S DECISION

To the Editor of The Jerusalem Post

DON’T RETURN SINAI OILFIELDS
To the Editor ofThe Jerusalem Post

Sir, — I read regular reports in

NAZI TRIALS
To the Editor of The Jerusalem Post

Sir, — It is ridiculous to assert that
the token prison sentences meted out
to a few aging Nazi war criminals
constitute justice. The higher pur-

pose of these trials is to reawaken the
world’s conscience concerning the
Holocaust and to prevent it from
forgetting the unparalleled enormity
and ferocity of the Nazi rampage.
This message was admirably

amplified by the American-produced
TV series "Holocaust," whose im-
pact, however, Is becoming muted by
the Inroads of relentless Arab
propaganda.

It is therefore urgent that max-
imum publicity be given to the trial

of Nazi war criminals.
BOY BUNDS

Tel Aviv.

Sir. — Following the recent deci-
sion of the High Court of Justice in

the Eilon Moreh case, there has been
a development which should cause
concern. Political commentators
and public personalities have
attempted to portray the court’s con-
clusion as sacrosanct. They thereby
would seek to stifle any discussion as
to the merits of the legal arguments
and the interpretation of the law by
the five judges.
The supremacy of the law is a fun-

damental principle of democratic
society. It Is also true that the law is

what a majority of the judges
declare it to be today — and what
another majority will say tomorrow.
In the .United States, recent judicial
decisions such as Bakke and Weber,
crucial to the fabric of American
society, have been met with articles,
public discussion and even vehement
criticism. This response has been
viewed as perfectly legitimate for in-

deed, that Is the essence of
democracy, the system the law up-
holds.
Complete subservience to the

court's authority without any critical
stance is as much a threat to
democracy as the suggestion to re-

ject the court's authority.
ISRAEL MEDAD

Jerusalem.

your newspaper that the Syrians are
getting ready to attack us. I also
read repeated statements by Butros
Ghali, Egyptian Minister of State for
Foreign Affairs, to the effect that,
should Syria be attacked, the Egyp-
tians would come to their rescue.
Irrespective of the peace treaty with
Israel. ’

The end of November is ap-
proaching and Menahem Begin is

MORMON ACTIVITIES
To the Editor ofThe Jerusalem Post

PENFRDBNDS

PATVI MHNIN (17). of Mattilan-

maki 32, SF-04200 Kerava, Finland,

is a schoolgirl who would like to cor-

respond with Israelis between the

ages of 17 and 20.

MAURER ROLF (19). of Dorf 201.

4803 Vordemwald, Switzerland,
would like to correspond with young
Israelis in English, French or Ger-
man. His hobbies are music, psy-
chology and parapsychology.

" Sir, — As a part-year resident of
Israel, Z rejoice with all men of
goodwill at the million-doliar park
that the Mormon Church of the
United States .dedicated in
Jerusalem. Israel is indeed for-
tunate that so many Christian
groups from every part of the world
are displaying such friendliness and
encouragement to the Holy Land and
to its people.

As Chairman of the "Jews For
Jews” Organization in, the United
States however, I must bring the
Mormon Church gift Into Its proper
perspective. Our organization seeks
to expose and combat the dangerous
and nefarious activities of cults and

,

missionary groups which seek to en-
trap and convert our Jewish
brethren. The Mormon Church of the
Latter Day Saints has never made a
secret of the fact that one of its main
religious tenets is to actively
evangelize and energetically convert
non-Mormons especially Jews. In
fact, the prophet Orson Hyde, for
whom the Jerusalem park is named,
clearly made this conversion pledge
the main part of his prophecy
declaration from the Mount of Olives
on October 24, 1841.

agonizing over the unfair and un-
ethical methods used by the Mormon
Church missionary teams in trying
to turn members' of their families'
away from Judaism and snatch
them for the Mormon Church. It Is

most important therefore that we
accept the generous gift of the Mor-
mon Church in its proper perspec-
tive.

RABBI RUBIN R. DOBIN
Herzliya (Lawrence, N.Y.) .

SHMUEL KATZ
' To theEkLitorofTheJerusalemPost

I must regrettably report that our
Organization has received com-
plaints from scores of Jewish
families In many parts of the country

Sir. — Your paper Is to be com-
mended for so consistently presen-
ting, without favour, the political

and economic spectrum of opinion In

Israel. However to give a forum to
Shmuel Katz is going beyond impar-
tiality.

Katz is a master of invective, a
master of the non-sequltur (and thus
a stranger to logic), a master of
political reaction. Above all, he is a
master of absurdities. His essays on
Gush Emunim settlements are exer-
cises In major distortions and tor-

tuous justifications for Illegalities.

There must be proponents of reac-
tion who can write rational essays in

defence of reaction. Why not seek
these out?

FREDERICK SPERLING
Jerusalem.

FEAR OF GOD
To the Editor of The Je rusolem Post

Sir, — I was not surprised to read
that the police were alarmed - by the
rise of juvenile crime, which is a dis-

grace to the Holy Land of Israel:
these young criminals, did not get a
religious education and were not
taught to fear God and obey the 10
Commandments.
A yeshiva student, or a Belt

Ya'acov girl will never commit
adultery, robbery or murder,
because they are taught to fear God
and obey the 10 Commandments. If

the Israel Government wants to pre-
vent juvenile crime, it should see to it

that Its schools provide a religious
education.

MOISHA GOLDSTEIN
Jerusalem.

VOLUNTEERS
NEEDED

To the Editor of The Jerusalem Post

Sir, — I am writing to you in the
hope that some of your readers will
volunteer once a week or more at the
Malben Geriatric Centre at Dora,
Netanya. It is a home for the elderly
run by the government. It has
between 700 and 800 residents and
only 40 volunteers.

All that Is asked is that volunteers
come either mornings or afternoons,
listen to the oldsters' stories and
cheer them up. More details can he
obtained by calling the Social
Welfare Department, 033-37141.

MOLLY KREISLER
Netanya.

From $7 a Day
For particulars, please contact:
JERUSALEM: 02-243307/8 at 178
Jaffa Street -

JERUSALEM; 02-234405 at 22
Hamelech David Street

TEL AVIV: 03-287253/4 at 112
Haywkon Street.

fm liitihv service.

GLASS TOPS - LAST TOPS!

Following last year's tremendous success we've

been fortunate in obtaining a limited quantity of

these delightful glass tops from Yehuda Neker.

Jerusalem's well-known glass blower.

Tops — Sevivonim — Dreidelim — are for play-

ing the Hanukka Game. One type of top was es-

pecially designed for this. Made of pyrex glass, it

has the Hebrew letters. Nun — Gimmel— Hey
— Peh. for "a miracle happened here" fired into

it. The other type of top is beautiful and slim, just

for fascinating spinning.

The tops come in a variety of delicate colours,

are. specially packaged and come with full play-

ing instructions.

All profits from the sale of the tops go to The
Jerusalem Post Hanukka Toy Fund (Special
Fund for Adolescent Foster Children).
Send your order on the coupon below
together with your remittance.

The tops are airmailed to any address here and
abroad for USS5 or ILI 40. All IL prices include

VAT. They can also be purchased for IL1 00 from
the offices of The Jerusalem Post in Jerusalem,

Tel Aviv or Haifa and at the Plaza Hotel.

Jerusalem.

to: The Jerusalem Post
(Special Fund).
POB 81, Jerusalem. Israel.

Please send me Dreidels
T°PS at US$5 (I LI 40)

each.

My cheque for is enclosed.

NAME

ADDRESS ....L.

ALREADY, contact between '.the -I.

IsraelU and Arabs of the territories^

have created a deep moral crisis in|

Israel. A very heavy blow was dealt t

to the once cherished Ideal of Jewish^
self-labour. -The unprecedented’
dependence on Arab workers todayt
influences the morals of the peopfij S

and it may well become the Achilles l
heel of the economy. • „ .

1

J

Jews and Arabs have not learned i

to tire together over the past is V
years. In the circumstances, they -

have been forced to exist as two 5

separate entitles alongside each i

other. This enforced eo-exiatence. fo
r*

which the Israeli political leaderahig-
was unable to arrive at a cleardot

(

decision about the future of the Aritb-';

populated areas, created a- con??
tinuous feeling of imbalance and lor-;

security among them.
The autonomy affair, which?

nobody really wants or even un- v

derstands, only further confounds 1

the bewilderment of the Palestinian

Arabs and the confusion of the Israeli P

Jews.

The author is a senior lecturer in the'
history of the Islamic peoples at the*

,

Hebrew and Bar-Ban universities.

getting ready to return the Sinai
oilfields to the Egyptians, although
Egypt is self-sufficient In oil

.

. I feel that many Israelis will agree

.

with me that, taJdnginto considera-
tion all the above and our present in-
ternal state of affairs, under no cir-

cumstances should Mr. Begin return
the oilfields to Egypt by the end of
November. If he feels he must, then
he had better resign before that date

.

SERGE GREEN
Haifa.

NEW HURVA
SYNAGOGUE

To the EditorofThe Jerusalem Post

Sir, — I have read your article om V
the new Hurva Synagogue, (datedr
October 28). I feel your readers 1

should be Informed that Mt Josef I V .

Schenberger will not only be ad-- ",

,

vising on religious affairs, but wilf '.V
.

also be acting as general consulting,. -

architect on the project. •
•' •

' '

SIR DENYS LASDUN
London.

\ THIS WEEK AT

iHA'ARETZ MUSEUM
:-n:: '• -

Museum Centre — Ramat Aviv

Tel. 415244
!**

I
EXHIBITIONS
CERAMICS MUSEUM — Plaiting

(’ in day — Rina Peleg. Israel In its

Land — From Settlement
Monarchy, finds from Institute of

Archaeology, Tel Aviv University
excavations. GLASS MUSEUM —
Erinlon — a first century
Glassmaker. Ancient Jewelry from
the Museum's Collection. KADMAN
NUMISMATIC MUSEUM

|
Ptolemaic Coin Hoard from Tel

Michal excavations. Coins
Roman Alexandria. ISRAEL
THEATRE MUSEUM. 3 Melchett

St., Tel Aviv — Beginnings and
Continuations (theatre in Israel).

MUSEUM OF
. HISTORY OF
-TEL AVIV
* YAFO, 27 Bialik

St., Tel Aviv
Y«ar« of In
nocence

|
(photographs by Simon Korbman of-

Tel Aviv during 1920s and 1930s.

MUSEUM OF ANTIQUITIES OF
TEL AVIV-YAFO, 10 Mtfrae

I Shlomo St Yafo. Jaffa Tombstones
(Restored from Norway.

fehan

LASKY PLANETARIUM .

Demonstrations (in Hebrew) daily,

at! 10.00, 11.00, 12.00

17.11

11.00

EXHIBIT OF THE MONTH —
GLASS MUSEUM
Cameo vase decorated with
vegetable motifs. Cameo was a

typical technique of the French 'Art

Nouveau glass of early 20th cen-

tury.
EVENTS
3HABBAT AT MUSEUM CENTRE
I— RAMAT AVIV
I Sat. CERAMICS MUSEUM

Guided tour of Museum
Participants meet at the en-

trance — admission free.

ISRAEL THEATRE
MUSEUM. 3 Melchett St. Tdj
Aviv
Guided tour of exhibit:
Beginnings and Con--|
tinuations, by Mr. J. Gabhai,

director of the Museum. .

Participants meet at the

Museum — Admission free"
_

** Guided tours of Gloss and

,

Ceramics Museums (in English)*

will be held every Saturday at 10.3®

a.m. Participants meet at the Ola*
Museum — Admission free.

Sat.
17,11

11.00

abinet

get si

WjlVl.,.

POP IN!
While cooling your heels

at Ben Gurion Airport take

steps to keep in touch

with Israel, fifty-two times

a year. How? By reading

The Jerusalem Post

Weekly International -EdK

tron.

Pop- into one of th£ twd/j

Bronfman Bookshops ;
«n:

the Duty Free Lounge and-

subscribe on the spot. .

Have a good .
journey-

Shalom.


